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Monday, January ll, 1982

Poland Lifts Restraints
On Phone, News Service
In Ease of Martial LaW"
WARSAW, Poland- Poland's foreign news reports, restored
military
government
restored embassy communications and said
telephone service Sunday for the some overseas flights by the Polish
first time since Dec,· 12 in new airline LOT would bere:mmed.
moves to ease martial law on the
The government also promised at
eve of a key meeting of NATO a news conference Saturday that all
foreign ministers on the situation in but one of the 5000 persons
Poland.
detained in the cr&ckdown would be
Roman Catholic church officials released once the "state of war''
said Polish primate Archbishop had been lifted, But the government
Jozef Glemp, who Wednesday spokesman did not say when that
condemned, martial Ia w, was would be.
preparing another major statement
The government said Szczecin
on the situation in Poland.
Solidarity leader Marian Jurczyk
Glemp met with military chief would remain in custody on charges
Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski Saturday of .slandering the state before
to discuss marital law as the marti a! Jaw was imposed Dec. 13.
government lifted censorship on
continued on page 6
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Area Residents Oppose
Liquor Sales On Central
..

Rex Claussen's final project for an advanced sculpture class stands on the SUB's south lawn. The
wooden structures represent primitive man while th'e hanging balls represent the heavens.
''Primitive Cosmos'' represents early man's desire to understand the cosmos, Claussen said.

tactic. They don't want another
Okie's,'' he said. "We will nQt .
University of N.ew Mexico serve Yale parkies iil,d tran~~ts:""
students may soon be able to have We're trying to make-•tfiestudent
drinks with or without a meal just ghetto a 24-hour place."
Because Posh Eddie's is within
by cr()ssing Central Avenue, but
some residents of the University,·, 300 feet of the University,
area are against the ideal saying Waksntan applied for and -was
granted a waiver to serve .liquor
they don't want another Okie's.
Posh Eddie's Bagel and Booze, there in June of last year. The state
formerly The Posh Bagel, has must now approve a full service
applied for a full service liquor liquor license for Posh Eddie's.
license to serve all types of liquor at Waksman said he expects approval
its location on 2216 Central Ave. by the Alcohol Beverage Control
SE, directly across from Yale Park. Department in Santa Fe at a
However, a .group of nearby hearing today.
Waksman said he has already
residents feel a full service liquor
establishment near the University invested about $50,000 into the bar.
would attract transients and lead to "If I don't open, Pm out of
business,'' Waksman said. "I
trouble.
Ed Waksman, owner of Posh cannot afford to pay my debts,'' he
Eddie's, said his place would not said.
Once the state gives preliminary
become another Okie's, referring to
the lounge on the corner of Central approval for the license, the city
Avenue and University Boulevard must then approve it.
continued on page 6
that closed in 1980. "It's a scare

Management Development :.frograni Aids Professionals
Starting 10 years ago, a group of position, plans were made for other
professional managers from around programs, particularly a series of
the state began meeting on short, non-degree seminars.
weekends at the University of New Surveys and questionnaires were
Mexico under a new program for distributed among the state's
earning a master's degree. in professional management community to determine What programs
management.
Since that time, the UNM were needed, he said.
Management Development Center
has evolved into a "full sei'Vice"
operation
providing . two-year
degree programs, one-semester
non-degree programs, some 32
workshops and seminars a year and
other training opportunities for the.
If you are considering atstates' management community.
tending college, then two
programs on "College? How
According to <:enter Director
You Can Afford It In '82,"
John w'arner j the program was run
produced by Albuquerque
on a· part-time basis by faculty
Public Broadcasting Station
members during its first four years,
KNME-TVS, are something you
then by a full-time director the
will not want to miss.
following year. The fifth year
The first program of the twomarked the beginning of the
part series with Brian Hansen,
center's expanisol1 as plans were
chairperson of the UNM
made for a year-long non-degree
Oepartment of Theatre Arts,
executive training program, he said.
will be shown Jan. 16 lit 9 a.m.
In September 1976, Warner was
hired as the center's dfrector .'
The second will be aired Jan. 17
Warner said that as he became
more familiar with his new

"I wanted to see this center
blossom into what I considered a
full-service netWork for the
management profession, all the way
from .one-day programs to the twoyear program to referral services to
opportunities for networking information and sharing libraries and

things like that," Warner said. "l
thought the first step was to design
and present some short seminars
and workshops. So in 1978, we
offered our first consortium of
workshops."
The center offered half a dozen
seminars the first year, but that has

expanded to 25 to 35 a year,
Warner said. He said he has tried a
wide range of topics and structural
formats for the seminars to
discover what works best, but so far
he has been unable to find any
magic rules for successful seminars.
continued on page 14

TV Series To Inform Poten·tial New Students

p'

at noon.
KNME worked closely with
the New Mexico Association of
Student
Financial
Aid
Administrators and the UNM
Student Financial Aid and
Career Services to develop the
program.
.
One of the major consultants,
Virginia Edgar 1 associate
director of the UNM Student
Financial Aid and Career
Services, said, "It's really a
general information program

geared mainly to incoming
· freshnten 1 their parents and
older students Who are con•
sidering returning to college.
"The programs describe what
financial aids are available, how
and whim to apply, finance
charges; pay-back plans and
generally anything else dealing
with financial aids.
"Financial aids for students
are not as brigh.t as they have
been in the past. People should
contact theit· congressmen, both

at the federal and state levels. to
tell them it is very important that
the programs continue as they
have in the past.
. "There is at least one grant
program," Edgar said, "which
was given a zero budget at the
federal level. It is a program
which has matching funds where
the federal government puts in
50 percent and"the state puts in
50 percent. Since the federal
money has been stopped, it is
continued on page 6
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by United Press International

U.S. Steel Complains Foreign Export Prices ~Unfairly' Low
PITTSBURGH
With
thousands of American steel
workers on layoffs, U.S. Steel
Corp. and other major domestic
producers will file formal complaints Monday accusing foreign
firms of exporting steel to the
United States at unfairly .low prices,
The announcement of the
proposed action by U.S. Steel, the
nation's No. 1 steel producer,
coincided with Commerce Secretary
Malcolm Baldrig~'s statement
Friday that the government was
discontinuing its trigger price
mechanism. The svstem was

designed to monitor imports for
unfair competition.
u.S. Steel said it would bring
complain~~ against 11 countries Belgium, Brazil, France, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Romania, South Africa, Spain, the
United Kingdom and West Germany.
Bethlehem Steel Corp., Republic
Steel Corp,, Jones & Laughlin Steel
Corp. and Inland Steel Co, also
said they would file similar complaints.
The American steel industry has
been operating at 60 percent

capacity. Some 76,000 steel workers
are witl)out jobs,
The complaints will charge
for~ign companies either have been
selling steel in this country at below
home market or production costs
- known as "dumping" -or their
governments subsidized their steel
exports,
In either case, a finding that such
practices were used could resun in
special duties be imposed on steel
from these countries.
The trigger price mechanism TPM - was initiated in 1978,
abandoned and then renewed in

1980. Under it, the government
monitored
import
prices,
measuring them against domestic
prices in Japan, considered the
most efficient steel producer.
Baldrige held a series of talks
recently with members ·or the
European Community, urging them
to honor the TPM.. He said the.
Europeans promised to "do their
.best" but gave no guarantee.
Baldrige said when he relayed
this message to domestic
steelmakers in recent private talks,
"The American industry did not
feel that the assurances were strong
enough."
The companies decided to go
!head with their complaints and

More Women Police Officers in 70s
WASHINGTON - The number
of women police officers more than
doubled in the United States in the
1970s, and many were assigned to
patrol duty, but they still make up
less than 4 percent of the total and
are slow to win promotion, a study
oaid Sunday.
The study by the Police Foundation, funded by the Justice
Department, found that during the
last decade there was an eight-fold
increase in the use of female officers on patrol duty - a job that
few women held in the past.
In 1972, it said, police departments had 1.5 percent women on
their forces. By the end of the
1970s, the percentage had more
than doubled to 3.38 percent.
A 1978 FBI count found there
were more than 9000 female police
officers representing approximately
3 percent of all municipal, state and
federal law enforcement personnel,

according to the report.
And by 1979, the report said
approximately 87 percent of the
municipal and 83 percent of the
state police departments surveyed
assigned female officers to patrol.
No exact figures were available on
the number of women officers.
The study said many police
departments have eliminated
traditional recruiting barriers for
women such as age and height
requirements.

to department spokesman John V.
Wilson.
Practically all of them have
resulted in court orders or settlements which required the hiring
of more women and minorities Oil
police forces.
But the study found that women
are not being promoted very rapidly
because of a tendency to assign
them to ''nine-to-five" desk jobs
and
"psychologically
discouraging" them from seeking
promotions to supervise men.

It attributed the easing of such
roadblocks to the federal Equal
Employment Opportunity Act
passed in 1972 when the nationwide
percentage of women on police
forces was 1.5.
Since the law was passed, the
Justice Department has filed more
than three dozen lawsuits against
states and local police officers
alleging discrimination, according

The study said women still
represent an exceedingly small
percentage of the sworn officials
above the rank of police officer only 1.69 percent in municipal
forces and only 0.29 percent in state
police forces.
The study was based on information from police departments
serving communities of at least
50,000.

Baldrige said this meant the TPM
was not working and would · be
discontinued.
Under procedures set up by
Congress, such complaints are
handled jointly by the Commerce
Department and the U.S. International Trade Commission.
" •.. Lower priced steel American industry feels is
subsidized steel," Baldrige said,
"So in effect a foreign country
gives subsidies to its steel industry
to hire its workers and ship steel
here at prices below which
American ind.ustry can do it,"
The result, he said, is that U.S.
jobs are displaced to other countries.

from
I
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Former Navy Officer Says
Robot Could Replace Pilot
WASHINGTON -A former
top naval officer has proposed
robots to replace pilots on
fighter and interceptor planes
and said American and allied
forces could not adequately
defend Western Europe against
a Soviet invasion.
"My judgment is that tighter
and attack aircraft are just
about obsolete," said retired
Adm. Noel Gayler.
The former navy commander
in chief of U.S. forces in the
.Pacific made his observations
during a recent symposium
sponsored by the American
Association for the Advan-

cement of Science.
Gayler, 67, a former naval
aviator, said he did not think the
"technological revolution" in
the U.S. armed forces has
arrived and painted a bleak
picture of present American and
allied capabilities.
He said the United States and
its NATO allies now are incapable of defending Western
Europe against Soviet and
Warsaw pact forces.
Gayler's answer was not to
match the Soviets man-for-man
or tank-for-tank but "leapfrog"
over them in the application of
superior technology.

Free French Fries
w~th

this coupon and the purchase
of a hamburger ~$1.20 or more)
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expires 1/17/82
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2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHIC'KEN.

Open at
·
A.,. '2"
11:00 Dally
U• our convenient drive up windo1rs at·
Other Locations
1830 L~as at Yale
10015Central NE
4700 Menaul NE
11200 Montgomery NE
5231 Central

Central

SE
next to
McDonalds
M·F 8am-9pm
Sat.·Sun. 11 am·8pm

Dinner

'liLa'S NO- RIA A - LICE A - FIKIM
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Please, if you ;re under 21 come in for a bite to eat, but don't ask to drink.
We'll be carding everyone. On your 21st birthday, Posh Eddie's will buy your first drink.

S181 with coupon

2206

or

We're still waiting for our liquor licens·e,
but we can serve you that same great food. We
should be serving drinks Monday, January 18th
to help you relax after your first day of classes.

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beveraye

1830Lomas
Breakfast
Lunch

.-

&aUP,.._

'£r§!i Z t; 1@

Buy 1 Large
Breakfast Burrito
Get 1 Small
Breakfast Burrito

ALL AMERICAN
SUPER SUB

FREE

bologna, american cheese
& lull garnish 1. 99 value

Sam-11 am Mon.·l'ti. only
offer valid with coupon
thru 1·15·82

I

big 7' roll,

Happy Hours: Mon~Thur 4-7pm
Fri 2-7pm

.2 for 1 draft beer and
2 for 1 well drinks.

,.~~"\

t_;

i!-:!r'

""'

Come in & see the New Posh Eddie's & pick up:

.99~

------~-~--------------------------------------

with coupon thru 1-15·82

~ dozen FREE frozen bagels

with this coupon and any purchase.
Good today only. While supplies last.
---~-----~-------------------------------------
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Forum
DOONESBURY

Editorial

by Garry Trudeau

Year's Hopes Voiced

Student
Bookstore

Staning fresh on a new year seems to renew man's faith in man. It
seems as if everyone gets another chance to rl!ctify the mistakes they
made In 1981 •
· 1
1 •
n view of this mood, we have decided to propose poss1b e reso Utlons
rather than harping on past mistakes.
We hope:
The state legislature resolves to help students by p~sslng the work·st~dy
bill that would compensate for cutbacks In federal a1d and by not passmg
any bill that includes a tuition increase;
The Board of Regents resolves to approve the student pub;
The administration resolves to find a home for the Child Care Co-op
before their present home in Mesa Vista is taken over by student services;
UNM's student government, the ASUNM senate, resolves to undertake
a productive year with such enterprising projects as a student credit union.
We resolve to cover all the important campus news fairly and accurately.
1

r/

J
)

'

2122 Central SE 243-1777

Letters

Future Unseen by Leaders
Editor:
One inexcusable tragic flaw of Presidents Nixon, Ford, Carter and
Reagan may not come to public attention except to historical analysts and
the erudite of future short-lived generations.
Yet the aftermath of a nuclear war or a nuclear reactor tragedy could
detract publicly from the questionable "accomplishments" of each of
these presidents.
The tragic flaw common to these four presidents is that they failed to
recognize first: The Untenable Expense, and second: the Excrutiating
Suffaring caused by utility type radioactivity from atomic reactors.
Nuclear power is apparently doomed, but before its demise it may easily
prevent reproduction of healthy human offspring and shorten lives to a 25
or 30 year average.
Then life cannot begin at 40 and the whole schmear will be pretty bleak,
won't it?
Jack Briggs

Specio.lists in used texts
saving students 25%
Se(ving the University of New
mexico Gnd the city of Albuquerque.

MY FET/Jf/N 7D PfiiVIm;
/./FEU rM AIN1JioCIII6

me

romr

TD
Pl<lfSS
7MTI'M~IN6
ASA MATml,OF
fl!JNCIP/.elj

~.

We're under
new management
Watch us become the
store ,YOU wo.nt o.nd need:

Reader Mends Quote
Editor:
I have received a copy of my conversation with Mr. Tom Hacker and
would like to complete one of my direct quotations which I believe does
not show my whole statement. The correct quotation should be as
follows:
"We are in no hurry to reopen our universities until we are satisfied with
the results of the cultural revolution and the profound cultural independence of the universities."
In addition I would like to mention that whatever Mr. Mansourkia has
sa.id is his negative personal attitudes on the basis of his family's interests
under the .shah's regime which have been cut after the Islamic revolution
and it is not something new. Moreover, he has claimed that he is "a deeply
religious person." I would like to say if he really is a muslim, he has to be
honest to himself and whatever he says. I cannot see this honesty in his
statements which is the first duty of a muslim p~rson. Mr. Mansourkia's
quotation from Imam Khomaini (our prophets did not have automobiles or
doctors - why should we?) is completely incorrect statement and has no
basis.
I also want to explain what I said about the execution of the innocent
people on Sept, 10, 1979 (black Friday).ln that day according to an official
record six thousand people, children, women, and men, were martyred
during the day as groups of people were coming in the square hour by
hour. It was a historical massacre by the Shah's regime which been
registered in the pages of the history forever. I am surprised how someone
can deny the historical facts just because of his/her personal interests.
Mahammad Mazidi
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Buy

ACTUAUY, MY 111/fe
A/Ill r CQUI.CJ PrUJeA-

BLY MAKB fXJ IIJJTH
MY GO{Iii'IIMIWT
SALARY, Blff IT'S
!Jill' FOR 1)5 7HilT

fM fl£5/GN!Ne..

Used Texts

/"

Save 25%
Spring Semester Special Sales

New Mexico Daily Lobo

(Januar_y 18th-22nd)

Sew Multo Dally Lobo
381400

No.76

Vol.86

Long sleeve T-shirts with multiple designs

ihe NeW Mexh:Cl Dally tobo is published Monday through

FriUay every _regular week of the Uni\'cr:Sify year, Weekly duringf'
dtm:d and finals week~ and weekly during the 5ummcr Session
by the Uoard of Studcnl Publications of th.e University or 'New

Now Only J11.95 (reg. $14.95)

Mt.dco, and fs not financially associated with UN"M. Sec()nd

class pOstage pald ac Albuquerque, New Medco 87l31,
Substription tnte is~JO.OO.for the acadcrrUcftar.
The opinions expressed on the editorial pages

Sharp Co:Iculators (selected models)

cr the Daliy

Lobo are those of the author Sotely. Unsigited <lPinion is that
or Ihe editor and tc:nects the edltmlal policy of the paper but
dotS not neces~arily reprtsenl the views of the members or the

Now only $2.00 above our cost
(suppl_y limited so come and shop earyl)

D•li7Lobostaff.

Editor ........... , , ................ , .... Hcleri Oausroin
Managing Editor.,, •••••• ,..,,.,,, ......... , .•. :Kelly Gibbs
NcwsEdJ[Or,,,,,,,,., •••. ,,., .• ,,.,, •••• Judy Nakamura
Sports Editor,, ••.. ,

1 . . . . . . . . 1 ••••••• , . , . , , ••

(sorry·, no roinchecks on sole items)

ErfcMaddy

Artst!dhor,,, ,, •• , ,, •• , , , , , , , .••••••• , .: , • , ,RayA~~a
Entei'J,a.inmtnt.Editor, •• ,,,.,
Robcrt5BnC:bc.z'" ·,
Ph1>1o-~iior ••••• , ~ • , • , • , ••.••• , . , , • , ,., •. ·••.• Bm Wtchter
1, 1, ••• 1 •• , •••

Ncw.sfte~odcf·.,,; 1 , • •

D

. . . . , • • , • • • • • ,_.,

sMinuct~finco

• Copy.Ed1for., ••••••••• , •• , ••••••• ,,, ;, ,-,,,, .M1rcWhitc
Night Edltot •. , ••••• , , ••• , , , •••.• , ;, , . , . Crab: Oflrlssfnger
Staff Artist •••• , , , ....••.•.•••••..•.• , •• , , • , , •Ethan 'Hay
Ousincss Manager. , •• , , . , , • , , , •.• , • , , •• , •• , •Mlehacl Ford
NadonaiAdv. Manager., .••••••••.• ,.,, .••• Steve Ciccone
Pruductlon Manager,,,., .. ·~,,.,, •• , .. ,, Duane MtOregor

Special Registration Hours:
Sunday, Jan. 17 12-4pm man-Wed Jan.l8~20 8:30am-7:00pm
Regular hours: mon-Fri 9:00-5:30, Saturda~ 10:00-4:00 .

Ltller Submlnlon! Polley

Lctlers to the editor must be rypct.l, double 5j)accd and signed
by the. ttutl16r witl1 ~he AUthor's nnrne, add reS$ and tclcphon-::
number, Only the: harile of the authOr will be printOO and
- nAmes will not be withheld.
The Dally Lobo docs not gUarantee publication,
AU su·brnisslons become the jlrapett:.o· of the Nl!w Mt:~~lc1J
Uolly l.obo and will be edited rar fcngth or libelous content.
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UNM CONCERT CHOIR - UNM's finest choir! These 55
voices, who perform a variety of music, will be the featured
choir at the BACH FESTIVAL (Santa Fe) In February, and the
American Choral Directors Association (ACDA) C~NVE;N·
TION in Oklahoma City on M<Jrch 5, 1982. Other actiVIties 1n•
elude a performance at the annual COMPOSER'S SYM
POSIUM on campus and participation in a performance of
the Brahms, GERMAN REQUIEM and Poulenc, GLORIA with
the UNM Symphony Orchestra.
Rehearsal schedule: Tue. and Thurs., 3:00p.m.· 5:30p.m.
or the
UNIVERSITY CHORALE - a newer ensemble ~dded. for
those who want to continue singing but feel their mus1cal
background might not be up to the demands of the Concert
Choir at this time. All types of music will be sung including
pop, spirituals, classics, etc.; both individual concerts and
joint programs with other choral groups are planned.
Rehearsal schedule: Tue. and Thurs., 3:00p.m.· 5:30p.m.
or the
UNIVERSITY CHORUS- a large festival chorus that meets
every Tuesday evening from 7:30p.m.· 9:30 p.m.This chorus
is designed especially for people who wish to smg but have
had little experience. Audition~ are not requi~ed for the U~l·
versity Chorus. The primary project for the sprmg semester IS
a performance of the Brahms, GERMAN REQUIEM and
Poulenc GLORIA with the UNM Symphony Orchestra in April.
NON·MUSIC MAJORS ESPECIALLY WELCOME Solo
training is not necessary. Auditions are not difficult, and
chorus can easily be added to your schedule for credit if you
so desire. Graduate credit Is also available. MEN'S VOICES
ARE ESPECIALLY NEEDED FOR ALL GROUPS!
AUDITIONS AT YOUR CONVENIENCE- 10:00 a.m.· NOON;
1:30 p.m .. 4;30 p.m. in Room 1116, Fine Arts Center· Music
Department.
Monday January 18th
Tuesday January 19\h
Wednesday January 20th
Call277·4301 or 277·4202 for further information,

-, ~;~, r·''*'""j
.,,,

<..

-Poland
continued from page 1

,Western diplomats pointed out
the moves came ahead of a key
meeting abo!.!t Poland of NATO
foreign ministers in Brussels
Monday. Last week, European
Common market leaders said they
would take a tougher stand against
the martial law government if
restrictions were not eased,
Telephones in Warsaw and the
rest of the country were reactivated
Sunc!ay for the first time since Dec.
12, but services were restrictecl to
local telephone calls and authorities

warned that any call could be
tapped or cut off,
In other developments, severe
iloods hit the city of Plock in
central Poland, forcing the
evacuation of 4000 buildings and
innundating some 7500 acres of
land.
The official news agency PAP
published food supply estimates for
the first quarter of 1982, which
made clear that martial law so far
, had done little to alleviate the
pressing shortages.

A combined total of only400,000
metric tons of meat and poultry will
be delivered to shops - 180,000
metric tons less than the same
period last year, it said.
Grain purchases were down by
26,000 metric tons for the first
quarter of the year despite a good
grain harvest of about 20 million
metric tons, PAP said.
Sugar production improved, with
55,000 metric tons more expected
on the market in the first quarter of
this year.

UNM

Book
Store
Notes:
Back-to-School

--L~quor----------------------------continued from page 1

Albert Chavez, the city hearing
officer, said if the state approves
the license, .a hearing in
Albuquerque will be held within
three weeks from the time he
receives the papers from the state
liquor department.
But
the
Coalition
of
Albuquerque Neighborhoods,
made up of a number of city neighborhood groups, recently passed a
resolution against full service liquor
licenses near the University.

Christian Eaby, an Albuquerque
attorney, wrote and introduced the
resolution.
Eaby said he was not trying to
create problems with W!!ksm!ln or
Posh Eddie's, but he said most
people are against a full service
liquor establishment near the
University.
"To have a full service bar near
the University has always presented
problems," Eaby said. "If some
other place applies for a full service
license near the University there

Eaby said in the past he has
represented the Nellos brothers who
are part owners of The Quarters
restaurant and lounge on Yale SE.
The Quarters is now the closest
establishment to the University
within the boundaries of the
University Heights Neighborhood
with a full service liquor license.
Patricia Hill, chairperson of the
Coalition of Albuquerque Neighborhoods, acknowledged that a
resolution has been passed op•
posing full service liquor licenses
near the University, but would not
comment further,
Marcie Collins, University
Heights Neighborhood Association
president, said there is already a
problem with vagrants and transients in the area. "We have not
had good experiences with a full
service bar in that area," Collins
said. "We have not opposed other
beer and wine licenses in the area."
Normally with .a full service
liquor license, an establishment can
serve liquor on the premises and
operate a package liquor store as
well.
However, Waksman said .Posh
Eddie's will only allow drinking on
the premises. He said state liquor
regulations prohibit package liquor
sales from an establishment that is
operating under a license tran·
sferred from another county into a
"local option district."
ASUNM President Mike Austin
said he supports Posh Eddie's
having a full service liquor license
and said he would trY to get a
resolution passed by the ASUNM
Senate supporting it.
UNM administration officials
and the Graduate Students
Association president could not be
reached for comment.

Sun-Tran's Spring Semester* bus passes will be on
sale at the Sun-Tran booth in the UNM SUB (main
floor, north end) from 9AM to 3:30PM on January
14, 15, 18, 19 and 20.

PASSES & PRICES:
Semester* Pass . ................... $50.00
Commuter Pass
One calendar, month ...
.... $16.00
Punch Pass
Twenty rides ......... . .............. $ 8.00
/

"available only to full-time studetlts of accredited post high school educational institutions in ~ :buquerque. A full-time student at uNM is registered for 12 undergraduate hours
or 6 graduate hours.

' 766-7830
For information call

Spring

would be objections," he said,

-Series
continued from page 1

possible that the state money
will also be cut."
Deadline for submitting
financial aid requests is March
I, 1982, for all schools in New
Mexico.
"Because of the tight money
situation we have to operate on a
first-come, first-served basis,"
Edgar said. "Since it takes
between four and five weeks to
process financial aid forms, the ·
earlier they are submitted the
better off the applicant, and
they stand a better chance."
Financial aid information and
applications are available at
local high school counselors'
offices or at the UNM Financial
Aids Office,
KNME is licensed through the
UNM Board of Regents and the
Albuquerque Public Scliools.

Sebastian Abente, Aarron Torricelfi, and Joshua Smith, from .the Child Care Co-op, loolc for a new
location for their dav care center on a map of the UNM campus.

1982

.

Indian Art Course 1,o Be Offered
A course that will survey the
native arts of North America will be
offered by the University of New
'Mexico Department of Art for the
1982 spring semester.
The three-credit-hour course
meets Tuesdays and · Thursdays
from 6:30 to 7:45 p.m. beginning
Jan. 19.
·The instructor will be Marian
Rodee, curator of collections at
UNM's Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology. Educated at the
University of Pennsylvania and
Columbia Universiy in anthropology and classical archeology, Rodee has written
numerous articles and two books
on Navajo weaving.
·· Course · content - will ·include
Indian art of the entire continent
from pre-historic times to the
present, with emphasis on the
Southwest, the Plains and the
Northwest Coast. The class will

study technique and general history
of areas which have well-recorded
pre-historic material and will attend
slide lectures and meetings lit the
Maxwell Museum to examine actual
objects such .as textiles, baskets,
sculptures, beads, ceramics and
others.
Rodce became interested in
Native American art through work

in the primitve art department of
the Brooklyn Museum and is
currently preparing a traveling
exhibit on weaving as well as a
study on methods of com.
munication of style among contemporary Navajo weavers.

Special Store Hours:
Sat. Jan. 16 9am-3pm
Mon. Jan. 18 8am-7pm
Tue. Jan. 19 8am-7pm
Main Store Hours

For more information, contact
the UNM art department, 2775861.

.,.

,.,,,,,,........, ............, ..............., ....., ..................

I~ Graduate Student Association
.
~
I 1'1~\
1
Council Meeting
.1.
1.-

~

~
~

Saturday January 23, 1982
9 a.m. Room 230 SUB
All graduate students welcome
Coffee and doughnuts will be served
For more information call277·3803

.

~i~

~ IMNI

Medical/Legal Branch:
· Mon-Fri 8am·5pm
Sat Jan. 16 10am·2pm

i
,..,,,,...., ...., ....,,.........,,,....., ...........................
~

~ _

Popejoy Hall
COLUMBIA ARtiSTS FESTIVALS presents

}lfR)7S

iRiSh

ARE~

OfbUBliN
COMPANY OF 30
.

SINGERS, DANCERS, HARPISTS, FIDDLERS & STORY TELLERS

:ill

~

We Buy
Used Texts

For Cash!
Booklists and schedules are provided for your convenience.
Please ask for assistance with
your textbooks if we can help
you in any way. Best of luck this
spring.

Tuesday, January 26 -8:15
TICKETS $12.00, $10.00, $8.00
Stu./Srs. $9.00, $7.00, $5.00
Tel. 277-3121 for Information
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL TICKETMASTER OUTLETS

UNM
Bookstore

!
c

THE SOUTHWEST'S CENTER FOR THE ARTS
I

'

1

'

J

)

e
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Jamaican Historian Visiting UNM
A senior lecturer in history from
the University of the West Indies in
Kingston, Jamaica, will be a
visiting Fulbright scholar at ~he
University of New Mexico durmg
the spring semester.
Dr. Patrick Earle Bryan is a

ClaS'i' Focus Lies in Native Crafts

specialist in Latin American another on toe history of the
history, Caribbel!n economic Caribbean.
history, race relations and
in the Dominica.n r Bryan did his graduate studies at
Jam<~icans
the University of Texas at Austin
Republic.
At UNM he will teach a course and University College London as
on blacks in Latin America and well as in Jamaica,

Price Index Subject of Discussion
New procedures for constructing
the federal government's Consumer
Price Index will be discussed
Tuesday in a talk at the University
of New Mexico.
Bryan Richey, Dallas regional
commissioner for the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics, will speak on

"Current Price Index Issues and Mexico
Security
Employment
Recent Developments." Included Commission,
will be the new treatment of the cost
of' housing expenditures in the
The lecture will begin at I :30
index.
p.m. in Room 112 of the Anderson
The talk is sponsored by the School of Management. The
UNM Bureau of Business and program is free and open to the
Economic Research and the New public.

Survival and revival of Southwest Native American ()r'!fts will
be the focus of a new course to
be offered this semester at the
University of New Mexico.
Cultural Contexts of Southwest Crafts is a three-credit-hour
course offered by the UNM
anthropology department and
the Native American Studies
·
Program.
Dr. Leona! Zastrow, a
consultant for the Apache and
northen! Pueblo tribes, will
teach the course Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 9:30 to 10:45
a.m.
A highly regarded scholar in

art education, Zastow is a
former director of Native
America.n Studies at the College
of Santa Fe. She has received
numerous honors in her field
and has been . an apprentice to
traditional Indian pottery and
basketmakers from the Papago,
Pima, Maricopa and Acoma
tribes.
The course will cover the
importance of traditional forms
of pottery, textiles, jewelry and
art in the maintenance of tribal
integrity. Tile role of innovation, Pan-Indian influences
and individual expression will
also be discussed.

Low on price. Big on service

GIANT INVENTORY
OF CAMERASAND ACCESSORIES

rl
J•t
j
!

!

l
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Affiliates
To Be Initiated
To Honor Society
'

The University of New
Mexico has announced this
year's initiates to Pi Lambda
Theta, a national honor and
professional
society
of
educators.
Six UNM faculty mem hers
and graduating seniors have
received membership in Alpha
Mu, the Albllquerque chapter
Initiates are: Dr. Virginia A.
Cavalluzzo,
director
of
educational services at the New
Mexico Children's Psychiatric
Center; Catherine N. Cimosz,
elementary education major;
Brent M, Fisher, secondary
education major; Susan M.
Palko, secondary education
major; Sondra Michelle Ward,
physical
education
and
psychology major: and Dr.
Carolyn J, Wood, associate
professor in the Department of
Educational Administration.
Undergraduate and graduate
students are admitted to Pi
Lambda Theta upon achieving
academic
excellence
and
demonstrating the potential for
accomplishment in education.

• Off-the-film exposure control
• Fully automatic, aperture-preferred
35mm SLR compact
• Electronic e~posure control measures
light that reaches the film surface during
actual exposure offering greater accura-

s

35·105mm 13 4 5
• Mulii·Coated

Reed's low
price

;;;;;;

!;{11

1
~

<

-

CODE-A-PHONE

for only

Reed's Communication
Center

·-:J

Hational Radio Theatre
on I(UHM 90.1fm

Kodak Carousel
Projector

I

·-·

A grua1 slrdo deservos a
great prO)C'CtOt to. reaUy$how
h~c .o Kodak. Carousel

11 o!f

Suggested Mar:uiatturc•s L<i>l Pheto

Pref6Cior Model w1th 102mm

l'281enS

Ph(Jto·Ollc • Nr~on • Halhburton
" !>10.:~ 1!ems only No Ra:n Ct1eclts

,

"

Reed's low pnce:
4200 . . . . 159.95
4600 . . . . 229.95
5200 . ' .. 249.95

• Automatic o1f-the-mrn exposure

contrOl.
otf-the·ftlm

flash

ree

Reed's low
price
with 50mm 11.8
• World;s only camera to load itself automatically, and advance the film with built-in
autowinder
• Automatic exposure
• ShuHer prioirity
Reed's low
price
with 40mm 11.8

PNM is pleased to bring the National Radio
Theatre series ofprograms to KUNM
listeners. Every Monday evening atlO p.m.,
KUNM will present one of17
different dramatic presentations. These
hour-long radio dramas feature the finest
from America's repertory theatres,
as well as guest artists like Michael York~
James Earl Jones, and Irene Worth.
PNM's sponsorship begins with "The Dark
Tower" starring Michael York~ the British
classic by Louis MacNiece. An ensemble
of Chicago Syt)1phony Orchestra
musidans provides background music
by composer Benjamin Britten.

•

Automalic
exposures

or

• Smallest. hghtest, eas1est-lo·use and lowestpriced Ntkon evert
• Totally automattc
• Engrneered Wt\h world-famous Ntkon quabty
• See it! Try it! Buy it al Reed·s

27995

Aeed:s.low

pnce

• Easy operalion: Jus! sel,
focus, and shoot
• Accurate GPO meter
sets shiJHer speed
• "Electro Touch" full rnanual override.
• Big, bright vieWfinder

15995

with 50mm 11.8 Series E lens

30«ro off

~-.!e=~::!...!::~~;r"Ei'U;~~
When you buy 3 rolls of
1
exp 110 or 135 colorp1rinll
film in special rebate
package

20% off!

Reed's low
price
with somm 12.0

Suggested manu
facturers LiS!

General Stores
111 Harvard SE

In slbck items only
Nb Ram Checks

(across from UNM)

266~7709
299~6644
299~2716

8206 Menaul Ave., NE
Hotfmantown Shoplng Center

>I

403 Cordova Road West

8117 Menaul NE

{Sari/a Fe)

(across from Hoffman/own)

R

,.•,

l~

I

'·

I

Professionally prepared for results.
Attractive rates. Word processor perfect.
We offer student discounts!
For an appointment call 884-7101

Reed's low
price

• Permits full manual exposure

IKonica FS-11

Wengerd has also been a member
or officer of numerous other
organizations, including the Four
Corners Geological Society, the
During
his
appointment, New Mexico Geological Society,
Wengerd will teach courses on the
Society
of Economic

95

pact'

•

'HALLMARK

199

• the ultimate 35mm ·stR com-

controL

-.-.(littflt
~-......

lyme • PRO • C.aasl • Sherpa

OM-2

The UNM Petroleum Geology
Program was established in 1947 as
an effort to establish cooperation
between the petroleum industry and
UNM in the education of geologists
who plan to work for the industry,
Through the program, a visiting
professor becomes a regular
member of the geology faculty for
up to two semesters.

From 1977 to I 980, he served as
director of the Foundation for the
Advancement of Paleontology and
"We are lucky to have found such a Sedimentology.
superbly qualified individual so
Wengerd, who is responsible for
close to the University of New
Mexico."
a number of oil and gas discoveries
in the Midcontinent and Four
Wengerd earned his bachelor's Corners regions, as well as in
degree from the College of Wooster Angola, Africa, is also listed in
in 1936 and his master's and several biographical dictionaries,
doctor~! degrees in 1938 and 1947 including Who's Who in the West,
Who's Who in Education Leaders
from Harvard University.
in American Science, American
Men of Science, International
The winner of the American Dictionary of Geophysicists and
Association
of
Petroleum Geodesists, Who's Who in
Geologists Presidential Award in America, Who's Who in the World
1948, Wengerd also was that and the Dictionary of International
_ Bill Wechter
organization's
Distinguished Biography.
Sherman Wengerd
Lecturer in 1950 and served as its
national editor in 1957-58. He also
was national editor for the
Americ~n Institute of Professional
Geologists in 1965-66 and was that
organization's state editor for New
Mexico in 1979.
RESUME SERVICE

Thanks for the memory Model t500

with 50mm f1 .8

OLVMP'IS

Wengerd is a former president of
the American Ass'ociation of
Petroleum Geologists.

"Dr. Wengerd's experience in
industry will add a new and
practical dimension to our
academic program," Ewing said.

Paleontologists and Mineralogists
and the Association of Petroleum
Writers.

Save on lhe phone
Save on the phone bill

199

• Over 300 lenses and accessories available

', ~...............,.,

• SotHouch. solenoid· actrvated tunttron controls

$150

95

cy.

• 6-l,our Vtdeo Cas\>ette
Recorder
• 24 llour electronrc lrmer
'" Remore pause conlrol

• Buy any camera in
this ad, turn in the
lens that comes with it
and purchase a Promaster
Spectrum 7
•OoeTouch
·Zoom Lens

The announcement of Wengerd's
appointment was made by Dr:
Rodney Ewing, geology department
chairman. ''The department is
particularly pleased at the appointment of Professor Wengerd
because it bri11gs an old friend and
former faculty member back into
our academic program," Ewing
said.

petroleum and S\lbsurfaee geology.

Winter Clothing
Clearance!

RCA SelectaVision VFT 190

~~u1Kw

Dr. Sherman A. Wengerd, a
faculty member at the University of
New Mexico for 29 years until his
retirement in 1976, has been named
the UNM Visiting Distinguished
Professor of Petroleum Geology
for the 1982 spring semester.

A DIVISION OF HALLMARK PERSONAL CONSULTANTS

Door Buster

OLYMPUS

Former Geology Professor Awarded Position

J

·.1

'·

Clip this handy schedule for the upcc;mling
National Radio Theatre series on KUNM:
January 4,1982 "The Dark Tower"
January ll.1982 "La Ronde"
January 18,1982 "Who'll Save the Plowboy?"
January 25.1982 "Mathry Beacon"
February 1,1982 "The Adding Machine''
February 8,1982 "George Washington
Crossing theDelaware" and"The Ugly Duckling"
February 15 &22, 1982 "A Tille of'l\vo Cities"
March 1.1982 "The Bacchae"
March 8, 1982 "Frankenstein:'
March 15. 1982 "Casey: Which is Myself"
March 29, 1982 "The Sea Wolf" and "A Slight Ache"
April5 & 12.1982 "Cyrano de Bergerac"

'l
'
'
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Chicano Studies Coordinator
Textbook G"fo-op Re-opens in New Location
Awarded Policy Fellowship
textbook cooper<~tive
organi~ed and run by the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico offers
students a market in which to
sell their books at their own
price,
A

The co-op, which will re-open
today in their new location at
Room 24-A in the basement of
the New Mexico Union, will
accept any book and offer it for
sale at the price set by the owner.
If a textbook is scheduled for

classroom use during the spring
semester, the co-op will pay the
seller in advance 30 percent of
the sale price of the book.
For more information, call
277-3701'

Stress Management \Vorkshop Set
If you are feeling pressure to
perform and prod11Ce more at
work, especially if you supervise
others,
you shOlild consider
enrolling in a Stress Management
Workshop to be held in
Albuquerque Jan. 19 and 20.

The workshop, which is sponsored by the UNM Management
Development Center, will be held
from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day
at the Sheraton Old Town Inn.
Among the topics to be discussed
at the workshop are the sources and
consequences of stress, stress in the
individual and in the organization,
measuring and reducing stress and

action planning for stress
management.
Enrollment for this program will
be limited to stimulate individual
involvement and to encourage
discussion of problems and
techniques with instructors and
other participants, said John
Warner, center director.
"A wide range of instructional
techniques and instruments will be
used during the workshop to insure
the greatest value in skill building
and managerial application," he
said.
The fee for the program is $245,
which includes all program

materials, luncheons and refreshments. but not lodging, A lO
percent discount is automatically
available to any organization
sending tbree or more people.
Expen,ses incurred for continuing
management education may be tax
deductible j.f undertaken to
maintain and improve professional
skills, Warner said. This includes
tuition, travel, meals and lodging.
For more information on the
workshop, or to enroll, contact the
Management Development Center
through the UNM School of
Management.

University of New Mexico
Chicano Studies coordinator
Tobias Duran has been awarded an
educational policy fellowship by the
Institute
for
Educational
Leadership of the George
Washington
University
in
Washington, D.C.
The program is designed ·to train
leaders for the educational world. It
provides development and training
activities including opportunities to
gain working knowledge of major
educational policies at the local,
state and federal levels.
Duran will participate in the
intensive one-year program, attending seminars and national
conferences on education-related
matters, Part of his assignment
includes working in the Office of
the Deputy under Secretary for
Intergovernmental Affairs in the
Department of Education,
He will be a participant-observer
and participate in hearings before
education-related committees of the
u.s. Congress. Among them is the
Senate Appropriations SubCommittee on Labor, Health,
Human Services and Education
chaired by New Mexico Sen.

fl
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Tobias Duran
Harrison Schmitt.
Duran will also conduct research
on New Mexico history at the
National Archives and the Library
of Congress.
At UNM Duran teaches Chicano
history, Southwest history and
social problems in New Mexico. In
a recently completed doctorate
dissertation, he analyzed racial and
political violence in New Mexico in
the last quarter of the 19th century.

Interdisciplinary Seminars Available for Spring Semester
Three Student-taught cour~es and communication, the world situation
two new faculty-taught co1,1rses and human potential.
have been listed by the General
Highlight of the semester will be
Studies Program for the spring preparation of a time capsule, The.
1982 semester.
class will meet from II a.m. to
The Honors Program, open to all 12:15 p.m. on T1,1esdays and
undergraduates,
offers Thursdays. Leaders are Opal Goble
"challenging, intellectual courses and Greg Lay, who taught a freshwith emphasis on interdisciplinary · men-level class last semester,
and educationaly broadening .[us/ice and Injustice.
activity," as stated in the general
The Spell of New Mexico is a
catalog.
freshmen-level seminar which will
Student-taught courses are led by explore
different
cultures,
candidates for graduation from the languages, religions, art, people
General Honors Program, but and places in the state through both
enrollment is open to all students, class work and field trips.
not just honors students. All
It will meet each Monday from 3
courses are interdisciplinary to 4:50 p.m., led by seniors Traci
d.iscussion seminars, worth three Wolf and Gary L. Gordon.
credits.
Ordin,ary Hero[ine]s will consider
The Future is a sophomore-level what makes people behave in a
course which is divided into heroic fashion, and how society
segments to cover technology, picks their heroic figures.

~
CARRARO'S

Carraro's also delivers every Item on our
expansive menu. Now, you've no doubt
heard many people offering "free delivery"
of their food. And, when It gets to you, it
seems like the delivery person made a
dozen stops before delivering your food.
Well, at Carrara's, we don't believe that people expect something for nothing! We do
charge for delivery, It's true, but we also
promise that your food witt arrive fresh and
tasty •.. every time! So don't be fooled by
the offer of "free" delivery. You11 end up paying lor it one way or another.

• t ••

••

--~·

•• v . . . . .

Now you can enjoy an age-old Italian tradition at Carrara's. With your meal, have an
ice-cold mug of beer or a glass of our fine
wine. Nobody knows how much wine can
enhance fine food like the Italians, so celebrate and bring out the Italian gourmand In
yout

ONLY AT CARRARO'S
PIZZA and ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Enjoy a savory, authentic Italian Dinner served with line wine & beer, Plus, the option of dining In our TV room. 6!(.-foot screen showing sporting events, Lobo
Basketball, Monday Nile Football, and Movies.
Our larg& wine llstlnc:luclea:

Cabe_rnel SauVIgnon, Parduccl, 1978 (Mendocino), Zin~
randel, SUiter Horne, 1978 (Amador COunty), Garhay,
Charles F- Shaw, 1980 (Napa), Chonin Blanc. Kenwood,
1980 (Sonoma), Char(fonay, Parducci, 1960 (Mendocino),

Our beer llatlnclucles:

From our varied entree list:

Oos Equls, Moose head,

Eggplant Parrniglana. Fettucini Alfredo, Spaghetti wlth
Pes1o Sauce, Lasagna Napoli.

108 Vassar SE

HEWLETT
(hP.] PACKARD

Art History Class
Makes Minor Art
Focus of Study

\\\"11~1~ &
113~~1[2

An art history course focusing on
the minor arts will be offered this
spring by the art department for
graduates and undergraduates.
"TIThe Minor Arts," Art
History
429.003/529.003
will
examine through lectures and
student

presentations

HP-41C
REG. $250.00

Special $199.95

It's a wise move into the
residence haUs, and the price
is right. Space is available for
the Spring Semester, but apply early! Don't be left out.

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
Scientific
with Statistics
HP-32E
Scientific
Programmable
With Continuous Memor~
HP-33C
Business Calculator
HP-37E
HP-41CV
Alphanumeric Full Programmable with Continuous
MemOr)! & (2.233 Bl(les)
HP-97
DesktoE Programmable with Printer
HP-8210A
Card Reader
HP-82143A Printer
HP-82153A Optical Wand
HP-82170A Quad
HP-12C
Slim-Line Financial Programmable with
Continuous Memor11

HP-34C
Advanced Scientific Programmable
with Continuous Memory,
REG. $150.00

Special $119.00

CONTACT LENSES
Hard or soft
Student Prices

~UALITV USED BOCKS
open
139 HARVARD SE
M·S 10·6
li!SS C2B5

Use Entree card for $16.00 worth of any combination of meals at La .Posada. Buy one or as many
as you need. Just$14.00, a $16.00value.

.

J"¥'f\

AOOM "BOAAD
UNM AESIDENCI. HALLS

$275_00
$600.00
$179.95
$325.00
$112.50
$79.00

$150.00

$129.95

INCORPORATED

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
TI-BA-11 Business Slim line Calculator
TI-35SP Scientific Studenl Kit Calculator
Tl-30
Sliderule Calculator
Tl-40
Advanced Professional
Tl-&4
Advanced Scientific
TI-58C
Advanced Programmable
TI-59
Advanced Programmable with Card Reader

LIST
$50.00
$25.00
$15.00
$30.00
$45.00
$115.00
$250.00

EL-702
D EJ t:.'l t:J 9

bEl LJ'D m

[:_-,·u

L!.l o tiJ ;
El"LH.:J Cl 0

~~~@~
l'Ql Jlill [Q) [g] i!;:u
PI l'l'll :UI IPJ li;;!J;
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Contact: Housing Reservations
La Posada Hall
277-2606

$375,00
$750.00
$215.00
$385.00
$125.00
$95.00

TEXAS IN. STRUM ENTS

SALE
$42.50
$19.95
$12.95
$27.50
$39.95
$89.95
$199.95

Advanced LCD Slide Rule
Calculator with Programming
and Statistics.
REG. $55.00

Special $37.50

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS

Winter
CLEARANCE
SALE

SALE
$45.00
$74.95
$59.95

i )

~

CITY
BOOKS
BUY SELL TRACE

LIST
$55.00
$90.00
$75.00

All HP-41CV Application Pacs 10% Less with this ad.

285-382!1

Buy in advance, all those dinners before your
Wednesday night lab, and for many other meals you
need to have while on campus.

Special $119.95

'I

430-4'1, lomu M Waahlngton

A convenient way for Non-Resident Students and
Staff to take care of those between class and work
meals.

Advanced Slim-Line Programmable
Scientific with Memory.
REG. $135.00

jewelry,

EYE DOCTOR SERVICE

La Posada's Entree Card

HP-llC

Alphanumeric Full Programmable
with Continuous Memory.

silversmithing and other metal arts
along with numismatics, ceramics,
and possibly furniture and weaving.
The seminar, instructed by
Howard Rodee, will meet Tuesday
from 2 to 4:50p.m. in PAC 1018.
There will be no exams, but one
long or several short papers are
required.
Some survey level of art history is
recommended as a prerequisite.

Open 7 days a week
11. AM to 11 PM

Students enrolled in The Play's
the Thing will have the opportunity
to prepare a play for presentation.
The rise of social movements in the
Third World and nationalism will
be emphasized in .Black Political
Theory.
Peterson will teach Toward and
The Undergraduate Seminar
Understanding of Androgyny
Program
will offer one-credit
Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m. That is
General Studies 302-015, call seminars which include Psychology
number 4781. Howarth's course, of Religion, Alchemy and
Ways of Seeing, General Studies Illumination, and the Rise and Fall
302-008, number 4589, will be from of 'lf.Os Radicalism.
ll a.m. to 12:50 p.m. on WedStudents wishing to enroll in an
nesdays.
honors seminar must obtain
Fantasy,
humor
and authorization from the Honors
imagina(ion, and creative women Center before registration.
of the Southwest are among
A complete list of courses and
subjects of the other 15 honors credit requirements is available
seminars offered by the General from the Honors Center, located on
Honors Program this semester at the first floor of the Humanities
UNM ..
Building.
Honors Semester due to lack of
participation from students around
the nation. That has freed lecturers
Kenneth Peterson and Enid
Howarth for two new classes this
semester.

Solve with Holman's
Back to School Calculator Sp&'cials

ITALIAN DINING AT ITS TRADITIONAL BEST!

~U~Id.,_,

This class will meet from 2 to
3:50 p.m. on Thursdays, with
student leaders Saym Levy Sparks
and Sl!fa Schwartz."
All three student-taught classes
will emphasize brief papers and
encourage .class members to help
shape the reading list and class
schedule, including films and field
trips, The student instructors are
supervised by faculty member Jean
Hedberg.
Orange cards are available at the
General Studies Program office,
first floor of the Humanities
Building. The Future is General
Studies 212.-001, call number 4570;
The Spell of New Mexico is 112002, number 4562; and Ordinary
Hero[ine]s is 112-001, number
4561.
The General Honors Program
has canceled the planned Southwest

Dot Matrix with Plavback
1Q. Digit Wallet Size. Calculator.
REG. $39.95

Special $32.95

EL-506H
EL-507
EL-509
EL-5100
EL-5103
El-1195
EL-827

Calculator w/Hexadecimal conversions
Wallet·size Programmable Scientific
Slim line with 31 Scientific Functions
Programmable with Alphanumerics Display
Slim line Programmable with Alphanumberics
"Thlnman" Print Display Calculator
Business Card Size with Musical Keyboard

LIST

SALE

$29.95
$39.95
$24.95
$89.95
$59.95
$69.95
$19:95

$24.95
$33.95
$21.50
$79.95
$49.95
$62.95
$17.95

[110) ~ !g) :

HOURS:
MON.~

,

HDLMAN 1 S~

Sale Ends January 31. 1982

FHI. 8:00-!;:30
SAT; 8:30-4:30:
Mall & Phone OtdtUs
Welcome.

401 WYOMING NE•265·7981
QUality products for the World ol Science, Engineerlhg & Business,
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Changing Student Ghetto

The Sun Shines In

The University HeiBhts area of Albuquerque was once doomed to a
future of multi-family dwellings, the large apartment complexs Which are
scattered throughout the area. But in October 1978, through the efforts of
the University Heights Association, the city zoning ordinances were
changed to protect family dwellings with the passage of a Sector
Development Plan. This plan has a provision protecting residents from
having their property's sunlight blocked by the construction of large
buildings beside. them, which was an unfortunate occurance for some
residents.
"This is not a neighborhood going down the drain," said Don Hancock,
a member of the Board of Directors of the association, "lil<e the city
thought with t)leir multi-family dwelling zoning, but one that needs
revitilization.
"Our solar provision not only protects existing solar structures, but the
·
potential for new ones."

the St, Thomas of Canterbury Church of University N.E. has instaUed a
"trombe wall" (/eft), a
block wall covered in glass
with an air space in betWeen. Air heated by the sun
is moved into the building
by fans from the space,
"This system will heat the
interior 10·12° in half an
hour," said Joan Lynch, a
congregation member.

Storv and Photos
hy Bill Weehter
house. "Having the house
well insulated is most important." Edie said. the
residents have planted
deciduous trees (right)
which lose their leaves in
the
winter
offering
sunlight, and shade in the
summer when the leaves
are full. "We have turned
on our small electric heater
only once this winter," Edie
said, "and our house is
always comfortable.

A cat enjoys the warmth of a room windowed for the absorption of morning sun.
Edie Cherry, a professor of Architecture at UfVM and Jim See live in this house
which depends on a combination of active and passive solar systems for most of
their winter heat. "We have a simple, inexpensive system," Edie said. The system includes the back "greenhouse" and south facing windows (top right) which allow
the sun :S warmth and light directly into their house to large solar collectors on the
roof. Pipes circulate water across these collectors, heating it up and moving it to a
2800 gal/on storage tank under the house. That heat is transferred to 58 tons of rock
where it is stored and with blowers circulated into the spacious, high ceilinged

Custom Design Waterbeds
CASH & CARRY SALE!
Complete new waterbed for only Sl64
• Ready fo finish frame
w/headboard actcss
• Pede~fal
• 14 year warranfy maffrcss
• 4 year warranfy healer
• liner
• fill and drain kif
• Assembly insfructions
All For Only S164.00

2324 Central SE
Fashion Pants

Across from UNM
Only 5799

266·6872

with coupon

Men's and Women's

Custom Designs to fit any personality
Cust.•'!'

Back-to-School Sale at
California Fashion Outlet

Designer Cords

1

'lJC$tlfNCa

rwarerbtd$
J (./'Ot?.Y!Vcr"""'

F.ashion Pants

Only 511 99 with coupon

(Women's and Men's)

Designer Jeans

Only 18
5

99

Coupon expires 1-18-82
with coupon

from the makers of
Jordache Reg. $25.95

10%off

on drafting
and art

wtstudent ID

supplies

Levi Jeans

(prewashed, irr.)
Straight leg, Boot cut

Skills Center
3rd Floor Zimmerman Library

277-4560

Free Tutoring and
Free Study Groups

5799

Retai 1$25·$30

105 Jefferson N.E. 255-3707

Mark
Mohoric
has
a
greenhouse running along
the side of his house (left)
which not only creates an
environment
tor
his
hydroponic garden, an
agricultural method devoid
of soil allowing plants to
grow closer together, but
stores enough heat in the
black barrels to heat his
house as well, through the
windows connecting house
with greenhouse and the
natural convection of air. He
has fresh vegetables yearround and "I read the paper
in here with the morning sun," he said. The home of Brian and Angie Grodner (top right) on Co/um·
bia (s equipped with skylights and direct gain south windows which offer beautiful light and extra
heat. "We turn off the heat during the day and we have not felt the impact of rising energy costs,"
Angie said. The skylights are equipped with aluminum reflectors on the roof (above) which reflect
even more light and heat in the house and can be adjusted to block out the summer sun,
comfortable."

Designer Cords
Only 51099

S1199

with coupon

Coupon expires 1-18-82

Only 51399

Overalls
Men's and Women's, assorted colors

Designer Jeans
S1899

Only 51099

Painter Pants
Men's and Women's, denims and colored

Coupon expires 1-18·82

California blouses

I
I

Men's SS Knit
regular $10.99

Levi Jeans
S1Q99

Coupon expires H8·82

for the following courses:
·English 100,101, 102
Math 100, 120, 121, 123; 150, 162
Biology 100
Chemistry 100
Geology 100
American studies 1 00
Economics 1 00
Political Science 100
Psychology 1 00

Dominos Pizza
DeliversrM

3920 Central S.E
: 262-1662

---------------1° off on any pizza
0

Expires 1·31·82
one coupon per pizza

Sale Prices on Many.other items!
Come in and check our fantastic Back-to School
Sale at. California Fashioh Outlet!

New Mexico Art Supply
(formerly California Art Supply)

2510. Central SE

265-3733

.... 'l

2324 Centrai.SE

Across from UNM

Skills Center
3rd floor Zimmerman library 277-4560

266~6872

3920 Central SE
262·1662

---------------1° off on any pizza
0

Expires 1·31·82
one coupon per pizza

3920 Central SE
262·1662

---------------1 Free Quart of Pepsi
with the purchase of any pizza

Expires 1·31·82

Watch for our weekly ad in the Daily Lobo

®

one coupon per pizza

3920 CentraiSE
262·1662

---------------2 Free Quarts of Pepsi
with the purchase of any large pizza

Expires 1·31·82
one coupon per pizza

3920 Central SE
262-1662

'
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Visiting Lecturer Receives Award

EL MIRADOR ARTS

A COMPLETE. LINE OF READY MADE FRAMES
cu~tom Framing service • wet and Dry Mounting
All Types of Matting • Regular and Non-glare Glass

I 10% DISCOUNT WITH U.N.M.ID I
Open Mon-Sat 9 AM - 5:30 PM

3101 Central AveNE 265-09Sf!
9649 Menau/ Blvd. NE 2f!9-0959

A visiting lecturer in the
University of New Mexico Division
of Public Administration received
an a w;~rd for developing the first
consistent definition of the term
"regulatory delay," to be used in
review processes for new energy
facilities in the Western States,
The award, presented to Michael
S. Hamilton for outstanding service
to the Western Governors' Policy
Office, was based on Hamilton's
paper The Permit Explosion: Siting
New Energy Fa.;i/ities in the
1 Western United States.
In his paper, Hamilton develops
a basis for distinguishing between
1: necessary regulations and unnecessary regulatory delays. He
suggests that equipment lllld labor
·='• related problems contribute more
1 to delay in developing bulk electric
1 power . facilities than do en1 vironmental regulations,

r-------·
·------i
I
Herbs Etc. of Santa
Valuable Coupon
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I
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Los Remedios de Ia Genie
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Purchase $5.00 worth of
1
putt-Putt Golf & Games Tokens
1
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1
I and re~e.1ve 20 tokens absolutely FREE! 1
I
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Minority Programs Awarded
$10,000 Grantfrom·Kodak

9801 Lomas NE 296·4242 5100 San Mateo NE 881-9866

"No doubt the est;~blishment of
more
stringent
environmental
controls in ihe early 1970s contributed to longer le;~d-times for
construction," Hamilton S<!id,
''But the imposition of regulation
does not in itself constitute unwarranted or unnecessary delay.
Not aU regulations are unwarranted .. To protect the public
health, safety and welfare, an
adequate scrutiny of development
proposals must be made by
government officials.''
Hamilton maintains that federal
legislative efforts should be directed
toward equipment and labor related
factors, rather than toward
overriding state and local controls.
As a result, WESTPO developed a
policy position in opposition to
former
President
Carter's
congressional proposal for an
Energy Mobilization Board with

power to override state and local
regulatory proceses. Similar
legislation has been introduced in
Congress.
WESTPO is an independent,
nonpartisan organization of 13
intermountain ana high plains
states. It was established in 1977 by
the Western Governors to
strengthen their policymaking and
management capacity within the
federal system. Member states are
New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado,
Utah, Nebraska, Nevada, Idaho,
Montana, Wyoming, North and
South Dakota, Washington and
Alaska.
Hamilton. is at UNM 011 a oneyear appointment from Colorado
State University, where he is
finishing his doctoral program in
natural resources and environmental policy and ad,
ministration.

A $ !0,()()0 g~ant has been.
awarded io the University of New
Me)lico College of Engineering by
the Eastman Kodak Co. in support
of the college's two minority
student programs.
The grant will be evenly divided
between the college's Hispanic
Engineering Program and its Native
American Program in the College
of Engineering.
The award was presented to Dr.
Gerald W. May, dean of the UNM
College of Engineering, and Jim
Shorty, the Native American
Program director, by Robert L.
Young, coordinator of Equal
Employment Opportunity
Programs for the Kodak Co.
"We're very grateful to Eastman
Kodak for its support of these
programs," May said. "l.t is

especialy significant since they've
done that repeatec;lly. They're
meeting a very vital need."
The Hispanic Engineering
Program was established at UNM
in .1975 and developed, in part, as a
response to studies by the Sloan
Foundation which showed a
disproportionate lack of Hispanic
people in engineering.
UNM's NAPCOE is the first
national intertribal program in
engineering. It is open to all
students who are at least one-fourth
American Indian, regardless of age
or sex.
Besides recruitment, both
programs provide a variety of
supportive
services,
including
tutoring, counseling, academic
advisement and referrals for
financial assistance.

-Management-----continuedfrompage 1

"If anything, this business
teaches you humility, because every
time I think I've got a lock on an
idea or something, it's disproven."
Still, Warner's belief in the
seminar program has been well
justified, as evidenced by the fact
thatitnowaccountsforalmosthalf
of the center's revenues.

The original year-long executive
program has been shortened to one
semester and re-titled the Advanced
Management Program to better
reflect its content. Then another
semester-long program was added
tocoverbasicmanagementskills.
"The advanced program was an
artistic and aesthetic success.''
Warner said, "but not a financial

It

ASUNM Textbook
Co·op
Come in and Buy your
Books for Less!
We carry a wide selection of textbooks
for the spring semester.

Open January 11th
9am·3pm

success. The basic program is a
different story. We've run that
every spring semester and we've
had very enthusiastic responses to
that."
"It's a program for first level
managers' who, as supervisors, are
either new to supervision or have
had almost no training in supervision and management.'' Warner
said.
Despite all the additions to the
center's program offerings, the
two-year Master of Management
program is still the backbone of the
center, accounting for approximately half of its revenues. "I
would say my staff and I spend
about a third of our time on the
weekend
master's
program,"
Warner said.
About 35 to 45 people are accepted into each two-year cycle of
the program, with approximately
200 having been introduced since
the program began, Warner said.
"Our retention rate is about 75
percent, so now, at the end of our
fifth cycle, we have graduated
about ISO people," he said.
Warner said about 70 percent of
the people in the weekend master's
program are from Albuquerque but
interest from managers in outlyng
areas has been increasing. In the
cycle jUst completed, 12 of the 40
participants were from outside
Albuquerque, representing such
communities as Santa Fe, Los
Alamos, Las Vegas, Grants and
Farmington, he said.
Other activities sponsored by the
center include the New Mexico
School of Banking, a non-profit
management program and informal
counseling for the management
community.
"The Management Development
Center is an entrepreneurial function within the University,''
Warner said. "We exist totally off
the revenues and fees that we
generate. We don't receive any
direct University funding for what
we do, which means that there
aren't any lax dollars which go to
support us. And I'm very proud of

I

Programs covering a wide range
of management skills and varying
in length from one day to a full
semester are being offered to
professional managers by the
Management Development Center
at the University of New Mexico.
The programs, which are
summarized .in the center's 1982
Calendar of Programs and
Seminars, arc designed to "provide
quality programs and services to
further
the
training
and
development of the managerial and
professional community," John
Warner, director of the center,
said,.

ASUNM Textbook Co·op is located in the. SUB
Basement, Room 24·A. For more information
call our 24 hour answering service at 277·
3701.
We're a non-profit, student run Co·op
bringing you less expensive textbooks.

· ;·;;:··The Exchange
Recycled Clothing
-New-Buying-Trading
Coup oil Worth $1.00 OH
on Purchase of $5.00 or More
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concepts and costs involved in Bureau of Confercenes and
building and installing solar units, Institutes registrar at 277-6542 for
energy savings derived from solar reservations.
units and tax credits to home
The two "National Solar Water
owners who install solar units.
Heater" workshops are scheduled
The session will be held in Room for Jan. 29 and 30 and Feb. 19 and
218 of the UNM Mechanical 20. The workshops will provide
Engineering Building.
instruction in the assembly, inAlthough admission is free, stallation and maintenance of a
seating is limited. Interested per- domestic solar water heating system
sons are urged to call the UNM which can be purchased from a kit.

A free session that wJll provide
information on .two "National
Solar Water Heater" workshops to
be conducted at the University df
New Mexico will be held Saturday
at 9:30a.m.
Co-sponsored by the. UNM
College of Engineering, the New
Mexico
Engineering
Research
Institute and the UNM Division of
Continuing Education, the session
will provide information on the

lobo
men's
shop
2120 Central SE
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Quality Used Books
Thousands of
Used Books
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•
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Rovers
SUNDAV-JANUARY24 -8:15PM
Public- $10.00, $9.00, $7.00
Srs./Stu. - $8.00, $7.00, $5.00
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TICKETS AT ALL TICKETMASTER OUTLETS
AVAILABLE NOW FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Nob Hill Center
3500 Central S. E.

Tel. 277-3121 for Information

I

Hours: 10 a.m.- 9 p.m. Daily • Noon- 9 p.m. Sundays

Opt•nl'trl'!i. lhtti !:l<ll, 12 uf5:Jfl J>M

I 05 Mesa Dr. SE.

Ladie's & Men's

Session Offers Solar Information
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You can still
for more!
. sell your textbooks
.

BOOTS

Danny Linsey, here from Clovis for the N.M. Music Educator's Convention, compares the sound of
two snare drums at the South Plaza Friday.
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Arts

Free Energy Book Ready for Use
Thousands of students rent their show renters how to locate an special energy-saving problems of
homes and, unlike homeowners, energy-efficient residence or how to the increasing numbers of people
renters often have little, if any, improve the energy efficiency of who rent and is geared to the
control over the structural features their present residences at little or characteristics of New Mexico's
of their residences. And they often no cost.
· dwellings, lifestyles and climate
have little ability to make decisions
Among the general subject areas ~ones.
about the way their homes are are "What to Look for When
Th~ 16-p'!ge booklet is available
heated and cooled.
Renting," "Control of Space at no cost from the New Mexico
"The New Mexico Renter's Heating Co~ts," "Control of Energy Exten~ion Service, 525
Book: A Guide to Saving Energy" Water Heating Co~ts" and Camino de los Marque~, Santa Fe,
is a publication developed by the "Control of Cooling Costs." N.M. 87501. The telephone
New Mexico Energy Research and Simply written but comprehensive number, which is toll-free from
Development Institute Information in scope, (he booklet is among the anywhere in New Mexico, is 1-800Center at UNM. It is designed to few in the nation focused on the 432-6782.

I
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Long Leap from Athletics to Aesthetics;
Former UNM Gymnast Instructs Ballet
Steve Sandoval

Translations Gave Amusing News
UNM Crisis Center- 2 7 7-30 13
The UNM Crisis Center · AGORA provides crisis
counseling and is a referral cente~-. Stalled and
operated by trained vo!Unteer;;, th~ Cns1s Center p~o·
vides confidential unb1ased hstemng to persons With
problems of sex~ality, drug abuse, academic per·
lormance, interpersonal relationships or ot~er aspe~ts
of life. It also provides referrals lor lurt_her '".fo~ahon
on specific crisis services such as cnme VICI1ms ad·
vocacy, professional counseling and emergency
shelter.

NW Corner Mesa Vista Hall

Despite good relations between work extends from North America
Japan and the United States, much to Asia, including Japan, and they
is lost in translation, especially planned to capture specimens from
when journalists from one country several locations in that country.
try to write press releases in the
But the English-written press
language of the· other country.
release issued by the primate inThis was borne out last year stitute had a flavor and emphasis all
when Donald W. Du~~ynski, UNM its own, as evidenced by the
professor of biology, and Terry L. opening paragraphs:
Yates, UNM assistant professor of
"To study moles two American
biology,
visited the Primate
scientists
are now in Japan, and
Resesarcli Institute at Kyoto
recently
they
got five moles in
University, Japan.
Inuyama
Country
Club in
The purpose of the visit was a
Inuyama,
Aichi.
Moles
usually
gave
straightforward research interest:
damage
to
golf
fields.
The two biologists study parasites
"Persons of the CountrY Club
and chromosomes of moles. Their

are pleased to have such scientists,
because 'The damage will be greatly
decreased.' American scientists
said, 'Moles here are so big and
beautiful. Great help to our study.'
Golf club a.nd scientist~ are really
pleased, but surely moles are not
pleased."
The release went on to explain
the research interests of the two
Americans and their purpose in
visiting Japan. It then concluded
with the observation that "several
traps were set in golf course, four
moles were caught within three
days."

AGORAe We Listen.

Campus Briefs
i
\

I'
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RETURNING STUDENTS ORIENTATION

STU DENT HEALTH
CENTER
Anyone carrying 6 or more
hours is eligible to use the
Student Health Center.
Student Health Insurance is
not necessary to be seen at
the Student Health Center.
All visits are Free.
There is a minimal charge for
lab tests & x-rays.
Appointments available
during the day.
Walk-in Clinic open 24 hours/
7 days a week.

An orientation directed towards adults who are
considering continuing their education will be conducted at UNM today and Tuesday,
Both programs will begin at 6 p.m. and last until
9:15 p.m. in the Kiva Lecture Hall at UNM. The
programs are free and open to all.
The Returning Students Association is a non-profit
organi~ation for returning adult students at UNM.
For further information, contact the dean of
students office at 277-3361.
MUSEUM SALE
The University Art Museum is scheduling a sale
starting today and running through Jan. 31 on books,
cards, jewelry, catalogues and matting and framing
supplies.
Items will be reduced from 10 to 75 percent.

The museum hours are from IOa.m. to 5 p.m. and 7
to 10 p.m., Tuesday through Friday, beginning Jan.
19.
CANCER CLASSES
Classes in cancer- what it is, what it does, how to
live with it - are held free of charge every 'fuesday
from 1 to 3 p.m. at the University of New Me"!co
Cancer Research and Treatment Center, 900 Cammo
de Salud NE, on the UNM north campus.
The course begins with a general review of what
cancer is. The following sessions explain how to deal
with daily health problems related to c~emotherapy
and radiation therapy, ways cancer and tts tre~tment
change a patient's life and the importance of dtet and
exercise for cancer patients.
People can join the class at any time. For more
information, call277~946.
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For someone who never thought
he would make a living dancing,
Eric Nesbitt has put a couple of
feathers in his hat. Now he is
teaching University of New Mexico
students how it's done. And he says
he's enjoying it.
But Eric Nesbitt was not born a
dancer, !IS the old cliche goes. Fate
had more to do with it. He might
never have become. a dancer if it
wasn't for a back injury in 1971.
The 28-year-old West Chester,
Penn. native is now an UNM
assistant professor of dance and
had come to UNM on a gymnastics
scholarship in 1971. His specialty
was the floor exercises. During
practice one day, Nesbitt suffered a
partially torn achilles tendon.
Rusty Mitchell, UNM men's
gymnastics coach, had Nesbitt
attend ballet class at Suzanne's
School of Ballet in Albuquerque as
part of his therapy.
Nesbitt said that after he started
the therapy, he just stuck with it.
"It was kind of fated, but I wanted
to dance and I followed through on
it," he said.
Fate may have also played a part
in Nesbitt returning to UNM, this
time as an instructor.
"! saw a notice on the bulletin
board (where he was practicing)
and I said wouldn't it be funny if I
went back to New Mexico," he
said.
Nesbitt wrote a letter to the
theatre arts department, flew out
from New York and shortly
thereafter got the job.
Nesbitt said "I never thought I'd
be a dancer. My father was a ditchdigger. My mom thinks this is the
first real job I've had."
Nesbitt .is at UNM on a threeyear teaching contract, teaching
several dance classes including two
introductory ballet classes.
Nesbitt said these arc his favorite
classes. "These people are there
because they really want to be
there, nqt because mon and dad
said so."
Some of the many accomplishments of the blond
dancer's career include a six-year
stint with the American Ballet
Theatre in New York. "The
American Ballet Theatre is the big
time. People live and die to be on a
Broadway show," Nesbitt said.
Nesbitt also danced with Agnes

Demille and the American Heritage
Dance Theater. In "Brigadoon,"
originally a 1947 Broadway
musical, Nesbitt played the part of
Harry Beaton, the lead speaking
and dancing part. "Brigadoon" ran
for one year on .Broadway.
Nesbitt also performed in Mikail
Barishnikov's "Nutcracker,"
which was shown last year on one
of the national networks.
But that was the past. Now
Nesbitt has a new role, the role. of a
teacher. He said it is different but
he enjoys it.
"It's kintl of thrilling to see 30
people move as one," Nesbitt said.
"I try to gear my classes toward
performance. I'm not here to teach
exercise, and that gets some
students pretty upset, but it gives
them more of a reason to be here."
"The hardest part of teaching is
being so close to the students and
counseling them. For 10 years my
life was individual,'' Nesbitt sa.id.
How difficult is ballet? Nesbitt
said it's not as easy as some people
think and he tells that to his
students.

"Some people think it's easy, but
once people come in and actually
try to do it, they find it's .very
difficult," Nesbitt said. "It takes
an enormous amount of mental
exertion and drive. You have to
have a goal. If you want to be a
ballet dancer, it's going to take a lot
of time.''
Does Nesbitt miss the big time?
"No. Then, f had literally been on
stage every night for a year-and-ahalf," he said. "It was definitely
hard, not only physically, !;Jut
mentally also,"
"The dance department is great,
it's growing, lt really has a great
future if someone can pull it
together," he said. "The facilities
are really incredible. The students
are not as advanced, but it's a
wonderful situation to have a
repertory company here. It's a good
goal," Nesbitt said.

"l miss some of my friends, but
!'•m here by choice. I'll make the
most of it. If I don't, it's my fault."
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mmonty group JUnior
or senior with at least 3.0 GPA
as Research Assistant on Biology
Project, MARC Program; tuition &
benefits and stipend paid. Contact
Prof. Griego, 114 Marron Hall, 277-3641.
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High Style
134 Harvard SE
T*F 10-6 Sat. 12-5
265-4365

All general medical problems
are handled.
Specialty clinics- allergy,
dermatology, gynecology,
internal medicine, neurology,
orthopedics, surgery,
urology, nutrition, podiatry,
dentistry.
Mental health serviceindividual, couple, family,
group, vocational
counseling.

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BID • MAT
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT· SAT • CPA • TOEFL
MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX'• VQE
NDB • NPB I • NLE

~-fl.IUIPUIN
EDUCATIONAL_ CENTE~ ..
Test Prep3ta_tloli Speclaltsls
stnce 1938

i=Ot iHIDrmaiJon. Pl~nsl! Calf:

Pharmacy & a nine-bed
infirmary.

265-2524

.

MCAT/DAT
classes start

February 27th

ENROLL NOW

Ollie's riahct Ac llew Mexico
Union Food Service, we'Ye rolled
coffee prices back co SC- or free wich any fOOd
purchase-before 8 AM an~ afcer 4 PM. So come
co che Union chis Sprina Semescer
and en;oy· free coffee wich a .meal
or your favorice snack durina ·GOOD•.
chese special times.

New Mexico union Food service
.....
'" .. .. '

~
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DOS PRIMOS
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GREEK & MIDDLE EASTERN SPECIALTIES

GYROS- Served on a pita bread
with Grecian dip
SOUVLAKI- Shishkabob
GREEK SALAD· with pita bread
BAKLAVA- for dessert

Too.Many Authors, Not Enough Novel
The Balloon Affair by Marion M.
Lane
Dodd, Mead $8,95
Readers of trash novels, like
seekers of the ultimate green chfle
cheeseburger, have their specific
criteria for judging what is
available. In a murder mystery, the
identity of the murderer must be
mysterious; in a spy thriller, the
suspense must be nerve wracking;
in a romance, the inanity of your
.own relationship must fade away.
Meeting these criteria does not
automatically put an author in line
for the National Book Award but it
does assure that the book gets
talked about among trash junkies
as profitably as an appearance on

We now have Beer and Wine!!
"JEEPS ARE NEA'l' 11

•
Los Atomicos

Installation Show
At ASA Gallery

The Balloon Affair, a novel
written by a committee of three
local women under the psuedonym
Marion M. Lane, has healthy

The first show of the new year at
the Art Student Association Gallery
is lnstal/ati,ons, the work of local
artists Eve Laramee, John Coch
and Bill Lindemann.
Physical processes within an
environment are elements of both
Laramee's work, Capillary Action,
which uses salt-saturated water,
(lnd Lindemann's Garden of the
Dance, which will be a unique
alteration of the the gallery's north
room to explore the nature of
growth and change. Coch's work is
described as being a "series of
lighted wall constructions."
The ASA Gallery is located in the
lower level of the Student Union
Building and its hours are Monday
through Friday, II a.m. to 4 p.m.
For more information call 277-

Campus Hit List
Thanks to new technologies developed by the arts staff, the Daily lobo is now able to bring audio
reproduction to its pagfl!;. Far this Cut'N Play record, we give you an underground hit from the
enigmatic Los Alamos rachet band, Los Atomicos. Fallow the instructions closely and happy
listening/
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CUT'N PLAY:
1. Carefully cut out the recorded disk with a sharp pair of scissors or razor blade. Do not touch

the playing surface at any time.
""
2. Place Cut'N Play on a smooth, flat turntable set to 45rpm.
3. Play as you would any vinyl record but never touch the playing surface of the disk.

for Photographic Education.
. There is. no ,entry fee for wqrk
submitted and up to 10 pieces per
person will be considered. Mailed
entries are due by Feb. I 0.
For more information write the
Barnes Gallery, Loomis Chaffee
School, Windsor, Conn. 06095.

Open Photo Show Poetrv Contest
•
The Barnes Gallery on the
campus of the Loomis Chaffee
School in Windsor, Conn. is inviting photographers to submit
work for a show titled Between

and
Twenty:
A
Twelve
Photographic Exploration of
Young People Today. An extensive

MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S
1/2 PRICE
, BOOT SALE
'~1 FRYE $55.00
·'(" DINGO $49.00
'·'

•

5307 Mcnaul NE. Alhuqtwrque, 1\'.M.
881-1642'

catalog and traveling show is
planned for this show envisioned as
"reflecting
diversity
in
photographic approach as well as in
subject matter".
Selections wilt be made by
William Parker, professor of art at
the University of Connecticut and
national chainnan of the Society

Offers Cash Prize

A $1000 grand prize will be
awarded in the upcoming poetry
competition sponsored by World of
Poetry, a quarterly newsletter for
poets.
Poems of all styles and on any
subject are eligible to compete for
the grand prize or for 99 other cash
or merchandise'' awards totaling
over $10,000.
Rules and official entry forms are
available from the World of
Poetry, 2431 Stockton Blvd., Dept.
A, Sacramento, Calif. 95817.

J
1

~tlllddi,i

Exhibit Focus On
Religious ·Fiestas

Good Morning, America.

design: Dogboy

Ol'f N Molld,w Huu

helpings of mystery, romance and token one. We are given a token
politics with a dollop of drugs and Indian, a token cowboy, the ever
ethnic pride. Unfortunately, none popular
two.with-one-stone
of .it works, The mystery is tran· Hispanic feminist, a crooked
sparent, the politics come nowhere politician or two, a drunk, a
near the excitement of the up- corrupt cop, an incorruptible and
coming session and the romance is righteous governor, the beautiful
even less realistic than your own countryside and a few balloons (one
unrealized fantasies.
of them solar powered for the token
Often in a good, but not perfect, environmentalists).
novel, we will forgive an unlikely
These dimensionless caricatures
situation because we are convinced could possibly work if they had an
by the charact~rs or we will allow adequate story to act out. They
unlikely characters in a convincing don't. So much for writing by
situation. We won't, however, as committee,
this book asks us to do, believe in
poorlY drawn caricatures of New
Mexico and New Mexicans.
, ln this b'ook, each presence is a

Sandra Haug

'•

Thf• Valde;; family sewmg Nf.'U' Mextco smce ) '1:33

The Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology has, besides its
permanant exhibit of Southwestern
Indian culture, an exhibit entitled
Fiestas de San Juan Nuevo. Tliis
exhibit is introduced by a slickly
produced slide documentary abo)lt
folk Catholicism ill the Tarascan
Indian town of San Jaun Nuevo in
Michoacan, Mexico and examples
of ceremonial art fill the museum
space.
There are several examples of the
beautiful altars constructed to
celebrate the~fiestas. Strung with
lights and tremendous amounts of
the most colorful flowers and fruit,
these altars are breathtaking as well
as being concrete illustrations of the
synthesis of Indian and Catholic
spirituality.
The Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology is located on the
extreme west end of campus near
Scholes Hall. For infonnation call

Just in case anyone was won·
dering what college students read
'aside from their textbooks, the
Association · of
American
·Publishers/National Alliance of
College Stores compiles a campus
bestseller list.. This list of the top 10
books purchased is for December
1981 and probably reflects a
collegiate concept of gift giving as
well as reading habits.
1. Garfield Bigger Than Life by
Jim Davis (Ballantine, $4.95).
Third book on the famous cartoon
cat.
2. The Simple Solution to Rubik's
277-4404
2667.
Cube by James G.. Nourse (Bantam, $1.95). Puzzle solver.
3. The French·· Lieutenant's
Woman by John Fowles (Signet,
$3.50). A novel of' Victorian
N
sensuality.
4. 101 Uses for a Dead Cat by
WE ISSUE TICKETS FOR ALL w
Simon Bond (Clarkson N. Potter,
$2.95). Cartoon humor.
AffiLINES
5. Mastering Rubik's Cube by,
Don Taylor (Holi, $1.95). Puzzle
No Charge for
solver.
Our Services
$
6. What Color is Your Parachute?
by Richard Nelson Bolles (Ten
LOCATED AT GIRARD & CENTRAL
Speed Press, $6.95). Career and job
2!106 Central S.E.
255-8665
guides.
7. In Search of Reagan's Brain by
G.B. Trudeau (Holt, $4.95).
Cartoon history o"f the 1980
election.
8. A Confederacy of Dunces by
John Kennedy Toole (Grove,
$3.50). Hilarious Pulitzer Prize
winning novel.
9. Garfield At Large by Jim Davis
(Ballantine, $4.95). More of the
famous cartoon cat.
10. The Key to Rebecca by Ken
Follet (NAL!Signet, $3.95). Fictional World War H spy intrique.
~-----------------------,
It would appear from this list
I New donors bring this coupon and valid stu- I
that the book buying university
dent or military ID on First Donation Only for a 1
1
student likes cats (drawn and
I $5.00 Bonus. Not good with other coupons. Limit I
deceased), believes in St. Rubick's
one pe,r donot. Expires 1-31 -82
I
1
little treasure and is a little worried
1
DY.".LEBLOOD PlASMA, INC.Cl
1
about his/her future in the. job
.
1
1
·Coupon No. 4·
market.
Down at the botiom of their poll,
~-----------------------the AAP/NACS has added a
I This coupon good on any single donation dur- I
section called "New & Recoming the week of January 11, 1982. January 15, I
mended" which lists these three
1982 for regular donors !lilly. This coupon is
l;!ooks:
good for a $2.00 Bonus in addition to your I
The Inklings by Humphrey
regulardonorfee.
.
1
Carpenter. (BaHan tine, $3 .50).
J .R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis,
Not valid if Coupon No. 4 was used on 1sf donation. Llmit 1
Charles Williams arid their friends.
one per donor. Not good with other coupons.
1
The Brothers Ashkenazi bu I.J.
DYALEBLOOD PlASMA,INC.D
I
Singer (Bantam, $4.50). The Jews
I
·Coupon No, 5·
I
in Poland from the Industrial
~-----------------------Revolution to the eve of World War
H: fiction.
Naming Names by Victor S.
Navasky (Penguin, $5.95). HUAC,
the HollyWood blacklist era and the
ethics of informing.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
Perhaps the sober attitudes of the
(505) 266-5729
new year will help one of these
New
Donors
Accepted 12:30-3:30pm M·F
books replace at lea$/ one of those
nasty Garfield comics. The nation
is watching and judging.
1(~i! ftt;;:i!;:i;l;J;f~;!)~;j~(.~~~':;~;~~;•;•;•:\' ~~· >~~
_.~, .J.~"'d .~ • r • \ : : ~:/;r/iiiiZ~tZ~;~~;(;;~'Ijji~l;QJj 1r~:

universal travel service

I!

II\ I

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!
· We've Missed You!

I

Happy Feet
suppfies all dancers with a
complete selection of
footwear and_ apparel.
Names, name dancers have
demanded for years.
Capezio, IOanskin and Flex-a·tard.
And always professional fitting by
trained experts.
We've been fitting New Mexico
dancers for years.
Happy Feet ••. All things to
all performers.

r-----------------------,

I

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
122 Yale Blvd., SE

4821 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108

Open MonrSat. 9:30-6:00
25Soa673
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Enchilada Plate
Buy 1 Get 1 Free
limill per customer with coupon
Expires 2· 15,
non·fransf~rable ·no cash val~e
At The Corner of Yale and Lomas

For all your
PHOTOGRAPHIC NEEDS

Photographlcs • Audio Visuals • VIdeo

Watch for our
·STUDENT SALE·
starting
January 18th
2929 Monte Vista Blvd. N.E.
Albuquerque. New Mexico 87106
(505) 265-3562
"9:00 to 5:30 Mon thru Sat-

HOWDE·N
pFFICE SUPPLY

BACK TO SCHOOL

SALE!
PAPER8MATE

~~

~'"

BALL POINT PENS
Regular $3.48/dozen
SALE PRICE$1.67/dozen

VINYL.3 RING BINDERS
Regular $2.90
SALE PRICE $1.95

\\\

STUDENT DESK LAMP
Regular $19.95
SALE PRICE $15.95

2 DRAWER STUDENT FILE
Regular $89.95
SALE PRICE: $49.95

Receive a 12% Student discount
with this ad through Jan 16

HOWDEN OFFICE SUPPLY
3101 Central NE (Next to BACA'S)
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Sports

Covered
t,v"agon

Lobos Defeat Nevada-Las Vegas, Air Force to Climax Vacation Basketball

R& Z SERVICE
FOR VOLKSWAGONS
_,;:;.- -· -·- -.. ·-

SPECIALIZING IN AIR
and
WATER COOLED VW's

-·;:;?;N~~
.t;z;·.'l

~(~;?-~~~

(1[

MAJOR
and
MINOR REPAIR

::;. 1:;::._:--...
, '\0
'\-'(V,{)\f, ~ '~)
~~~"-..MONDAYthru FRIDAY
2405 LEAD AVE. SE
Bto 5
(LEAD and CORNELL)
OWNERS: JOSEPH ZAMORA
255-2210
JAMESRAEL

$ <BUilGET $
Mac~i:qe Repair
WycllliQg N.E.
P~. 2li5~8228

Office
51~

The office machine repair shop wtth
the small business and individual office
machine owner as our primary concern.
We want to help you save on repair cost..
Our hourly rates are lower. _
Call and compare.
No BJ'II'Ing -- Cash or Check onJ.y· .
Authorized Brother T/W Service Center.
Service Calls to Overhauls
Repair of most makes typewriters and
electro-mechanic adding machines
IBM and Remington Typewriters
Our Specialty

'

Eric Maddy
The New Mexico men's
basketball team completed an up
and down Christmas break with a
72-70 win over Nevada-Las Vegas
Saturday night at University Arena.
Phil Smith led the Lobos, 8-6 on
the year, with 26 points. The 5-10
guard, who has relinquished some
of his ball handling duties to
position himself for more scoring,
also scored IS points against Air
Force in a 68-61 win.
. Swingman . Tim Fullmer, .who
walked off the team for one day
after WAC road losses to Utah and
Brigham Young, came off the
bench against Air Force, played 30
minutes, hit five of five shots, and
shut down Falcon forward Rick
Who says basketball Simmons, who had 24 points after
is not a physical 23 minutes of play.
The win over UNLV capped a
game? New Mexico
long week for head ~oach Gary
State's Ernest Patterson (40) measures Colson that saw freshman Chris
Padgett quit the team. Padgett, a 6Lobo guard Brad
6
forward from Carson City, Nev.,
Evangelho for a punwas dissatisfied with his playing
ch during the game
time and plans to transfer to a
in Las Cruces while
school closer to home.
Phil Smith looks on
Colson has juggled his starting
(upper left); Smith
lineup since a 85-81 home loss to
commits a personal
New Mexico State on Dec. 12.
foul on Marshall's
Every player except guard Brad
Evangelho has started at least one
George Noon during
game. Evangelho was scheduled to
the Lobo lnvita.tional
(above);
and start against Air Force but was
injured in a practice prior to the
Evangelho
and
Falcon game.
Nevada-Las
Vegas
The fight for forw:trd began at
guard Richard Polee
Arizona when freshman Craig
do a blocking drilf in
Allison replaced Larry Tarrance,
case they want to
who had only one point and two
take up football for a
rebounds against the Aggies.
second
sport.
Allison scored seven points and had
six rebounds against the Wildcats,
(Photos by Joe
but Colson opted for Alan
Cavaretta)
Dolensky in the return match
against NMSU·whenl>on .Brkovich
~\..(C:::l
6)/....t- I came down with the Ou in Arizona.
The second Aggie game was more
of a war, featuring 43 fouls and a
bench-clearing fight in the stands.
1844 Lomas NE • 842-0059
I The Lobos battled to tie the game
The Valdez Family serving New Mexico since 1933
II 54-54 with 52 seconds left in the
OPEN Monday Jhru Frtday .. 7 am ul M1dnue
game, but lost 59-56.
Sunday- 11 am ro Rpm
Tarrance and Dolensky started
both games in the 17th annual Lobo
1 Invitational. Dolensky scored 19
points in the opening round to lead
UNM past Marshall 86-70, and
Fordham fell victim to a large
University Arena crowd and timely
sour cream. cheese, green chile
scoring by Tarrance in the
reg. 2.75
I championship game as the Lobos
won their own classic for the II th
time. Brkovich and Smith were
Expires 2-1 5-82
I named to the all-tournament team
At The Corner of Yale and lomas
... along with Jerry Hobbie and
Edward .Bona of Fordham and
Larry Watson of Marshall.
Although the starting lineup
remained
fairly constant as the
WILDWBSTIIVSIC Wants To Meet You
Lobos opened the WAC season at
U tab, the team's play was hardly
stable. UNM opened up a five point
lead against the Utes in the first
half, but played without inspiration
in the second half and lost 71-65.
The Lobos finally hit upon a
cohesive unit in the second half of
the BYU game with Smith,
Evangelho, Jeff Reinert, Tarrance,
and Brkovich outscoring the
"I ntro Specia Is"
muscular Cougars 42·36 in the final

r--------------------------.
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11 Omelette .Special 1
I
I
I
I

Santa Fean

1. 75 with coupon

I
I
I

._________________________. !1--------------------------1 0 0.1/10

o·.'scount

to aiiUNM students, faculty
and staff wilD

F'. ... HEWLETT
. ..,..~ PACKARD

For the Student.
For the Professional.
HP-11C . . . . . S125.6o
HP'"'33·c . . . . . IGI0.00

HP-l:2E ••... S55,00

15% OFF ON ALL DRAFTING SUPPLIES

mcz)CI l31uczprint Inc.
5901 LOMAS I\IE

.

ALSUQUERGUE,
262-2046

NM

97110

I
I1

"{f

Makers of Handmade
t ndian Jewelry
OLDT

Welcome Back!·

Full Meal Deal
1.79
choice of hamburger, fish, chicken,
or barbecue sandwich
with
fries, drink, & sundae

cJoeCt~v<~rQI.ta

the tempo
against both Air Force and UNLV,
forcing the Falcons from their
Buy 1 and 2nd Set Is 112 Price.
slowduwn tactics and slowing down
ROCK POSTERS &
the Ruiming Rebels with a spread
.
SIC
BOOKS
offense
that left UNM with several
ALL Mu
backdoor layups. The Lobos shot
1/2 Price.
80 percent from the field in the
HOHNER
second half against UNLV.
HARMONICAS
Brkovlch and Smith continue to
Save 25%.
be the leading scoring threats from
the outside, ''The UNL V win shows
Make A $7.50 Purchase and
we can beat a good team,"
We WUI Pay Your Bus Fare
Brkovich said. "I think UNLV has
Back To Campus.
one of the top three teams in terms
200 Centl'ai.SE !Downtown!
of talent in the qJUntry."
243·2229
Smith, who nearly went from
"Home Of The Free. Kazoo''
hero to goat with two turnovers in
A Giant Ticket Outlet.
the final minute of the Las Vegas
~=======:;2~_J. game but made a game-saving steal
~
·
continued on page 22

,,
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Part-Time Computer Programmer Aides

Athletic Facilities Announce Hours
Although some areas of Johnson
Gym are closed for renovation,
hours for different areas around the
gym have been announced.
Main Arena
Monday through Friday: noon to
I p.m., 3:15 to 9:15p.m. Saturday:
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday: noon to

and staff), 5 p.m. to 9:15 p.m.

Tennis Courts
(No reservations necessary)
East Courts "A" [Old] Monday
Carlisle Gym
and Wedne.~day: 3 p.m. to 5:30
Monday through Friday: 7 p.m. p.m., 6:30p.m. to dark. Tuesday
to 9:15 p.m. (north half of gym.) and Thursday: 4:45 p.m. to dark.
Saturday; 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday: 3 p.m. to dark. Saturday
and Sunday: noon to dark.
Sunday: noon to 4 p.m.

Saturday:: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday: noon to 4 p.m.

5p.m.

I
I

Swimming Pool
East Courts "8" INew]: Monday
Lanes Only: For students, faculty
Wednesday: 4 p.m. to 5:30
and
Auxllllary Gym
and staff only, no children or
Monday, Wednesday and Friday: guests. Monday through Friday: 7 p.m., 6:30 p.m. to dark. Tuesday
and Thursday: 4:45 p.m. to dark.
4 p.rtt. to 9:15 p.m. Tuesday and a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Friday: 4 p.m. to dark. Saturday
Thursday: 4;45 p.m. to 9:15 p.m.
Entire (>ool: For students, and Sunday: 7 a.m. to dark.
Saturday: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
faculty, staff, children and guests.
Sunday: noon to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday: 5:30 p;m.
Weight Room
to 9 p.m. Saturday: 11 a.m. to 4:45
North Courts: Available daylight
Monday, Wednesday and Friday: p.m. Sunday: noon to 4:45p.m.
to dusk.
noon to I p.m., 4 p.m. to 9:15p.m.
Tuesday and Thursday: 4:45 p.m.
to 9:15p.m. Saturday:: 10 a.m. to 5
p.m; Sunday: noon·t&S p.m.
Handball Courts
(Reservations available for all
times)
Monday, Wednesday and Friday:
noon to I p.m. (for faculty and
staff), I p.m. to 2 p.m., 4 p.m. to
9:15 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday:
12:15 p.m. to 2 p.m. (for faculty

THURSDA,Y
January 14
J.t!l!n'tBubtball: ONM a1 San Dleso State.
FRIDAY

J1nuary 15
G,...aub Albuquerqut.Joumol lnvlit.
Wa.N'i llukl!tbtll: UNM at Penn State Coc:a·
Coli Classic.
SATURDAY
Janutry 16
Gymautka: Journal Invite

Wotal!•'• Bllllkelb•U: At PeM State Coea-Cola
Cluslo.
Meat1lt..M:dbaU: UNM at Hawaii
Wnrtlllls: lJNM 11 Suntlst Open Jn Tetnpe. Az..
M 0

N D A

V

Januar)' 18
\\'rrslllnJI:: UNM Jll ColontdoSt.

INFORMATION
lntramurah: 277-!iJSI, Johruon6t'J11 room 230.
Tirhts: 2,1..2116 1 SE comrr of Un.Mnily Arena.

1~---------------------------------------~~
~Back To School Special .·
I

~~~~ ~IS}~.-..~
1
\l"""\P~

I
I

Buy one WHOPPER® sandwich,
get another WHOPPER®

free!

I
I
I
I

Please present this coupon before ordering.
Umit one coupon per customer.
1
Void where prohibited by law.
I
Valid only through. Jan. 22, 1982
I
Good only a.t: 1916 Central S.E.
one per person please.
I

I
I

II

I
I
ooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooootooo,g
L---------------------------------------~
We're stripping the store of winter clothes

.

IJrBiler.

2300 Cent,al SE

The afternoon s11n reflects off the newly varnished floor at Johnson Gym. Renovation is expected
to be finished by the start of the spring semester.

Hancock/Dikewood Services provides management services
and information systems to the health care Industry nation·
wide.
The company has openings for part·time employment in
computer operations and programming. Applicants should
have knowledge of COBOL and/or FORTRAN and minimum
2.5 GPA, Considerations will be given to students with work
experience and/or course work in data .entry, computer
operation, programming or analvsis. Flexible schedule.
Close to Campus at. University and Stadium S,E.
Applications or resumes should include a current transcript
and be submitted to:
Personnel Administrator
HANCOCK/DIKEWOOD SERVICES, INC.
1009 Bradbury Dr., S.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87106
Equal OpportunltyiAfllrniallve Action Employer

Enroll Now for UNM Student

HEALTH INSURANCE
Open en(ollment nQw for all students who will be carry·
ing 6 or more hours. (Coverage for dependents of elgible
students also available.}
Enroll at: Student Health Center beginning Jan. 18,
1982, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 13pm: Ol' mail applications and payments now to the local
representatives office at the address below. Visa and
Mastercharge accepted.

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
2625 Pennsylvania N.E., Suite 300
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110 • 884-6827

Enrollment Period Ends
FEBRUARY 8? 1982

Welcome ·Back
• students
• faculty
• staff
We are still here with
• In house custom color processing

SALE ~ - Yz off

sta;~:· Lobos controlled

Good Thru Jan 31, 1982
STRINGS·
All Name Brand Strings-

•

Dairy Queen

• Fresh film in all sizes
• Complete camera se.lection
• Accessories for all makes
• Complete darkroom supplies

~

..

• }lelpwhen you-need it
·•
· ·'
· Fast, Frien<lly:Sef'V'ice

•.

·c-P!CO~.,,·
Alauout,lftQUt._ ...... llriii(KI(;(J

t/ttiWH

,.,.

ALL VOUIO

mitt
CAl«"A Nf.EDS
aJisfactu)ll

3417 Central N.E.
524 Coronado Center
1713 Juan tabo N.E.

266·7'766

883·5373
296·4888

.·
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ROO!\-I_MATE, SERIOUS STUDEI'IT $1~0/month,
vz- utilities, House, 8_81~0222.
l/2J

Sports

Daily Lobo Classified Advertising

Lobo Women Fall to West Virginia, Face Eastern Swing
Steve King
The UNM women's basketball
started their eastern road trip in

disappointing fashion, falling to
West Virginia 71-56 Saturday.
Three Lobos scored in double

figures ag~nst the Mountaineers. Lori McConnell had 10, but it was
Muff Reinert led the Lobos with 12 not enough to offset 34 turnovers, a
points, Allison Foote had 11, and 30 percent shooting performance,
and WVU's 51-37 rebounding edge.
UNM, now 4-7 this season, was
coming off' two tough losses in
Utah last weekend where the team.'s
inexpierince showed. ''We are still
Instructional Program
in the stages of learning how to
Weight Training: Tuesdays and win," stated head coach Doug
Thursdays from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Hoselton. "We played some good
in Johnson Gym,
Swimming; Tuesdays and ball in Utah and got some good
performances from our bench."
Thursdays from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m
The Lobos led in both games but
and from Saturdays and Sund<IYS
failed
to maintain their composure,
from 12 to I p.m. at the Olympic
letting
the opponent catch up and
Pool.
"We
get out and get after it
win.
Racquetball: E!y arrangement
but start looking over our
and Mondays and Wednesdays
from 6 to 7 p.m. at Racquetball
Court 2.
Yoga or Basketball: Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 7:30 to 8:30
p.m. and Saturdays and Sundays
from I to 2 p.m. in the Auxiliary
Gym.
Nick Greenwalt
Goal Ball: Saturday from l 0 to
noon in Carlisle Gym.
Some of the finest American and
Wheelchair Basketball: Sunday international gymnasts will perform
from 9 to noon in Carlisle Gym.
Friday and Saturdl!Y when
or Basketball: . University Arena will host the
Volleyball
Wednesday and Friday from 7 to 8 Albuq11erque Journal International
p.m. in Carlisle Gym.
Gymnastics meet.

Intramural Activities Scheduled for Spring
Several intramural activities have
been scheduled for January and
February. For more information,
contact the intramurals department
at277-5151.
Men's and Women's lntramurals
Men's and Women's Basketba/13
on 3: Rosters and entries due Jan.
21; participant meeting Jan. 21,
Johnson Gym 154; start date Jan;
25.
Men's and Women's Basketball:
Rosters and entries due Jan. 28;
participant meeting Jan. 28,
Johnson Gym 154; start date Feb.
2. A $10 forfeit fee will be charged
ira team misses any game.
Men's and Women's Skiing:
Rosters and entries due Jan. 26;
participant meeting Jan. 28,
Johnson Gym 154; start date to be
announced.
Co-recrcalionallntramurals
Co-recreational Swim Meet:
Rosters and entries due Jan. 26;

participant meeting Jan. 28,
Johnson Gym 154; start date Jan.
30.
Co-recreational Korfba/1:
Rosters and entries due Jan. 26;
participant meeting Jan. 28,
Johnson Gym 154; .start date Feb.
I.

.

Co-recreational Team Bowling:
Rosters and entries due Jan. 26;
participant meeting Jan. _ 28,
Johnson Gym 154; start date Feb.
).

Faculty/Staff lntramurals
Faculty/Staff Basketball:
Rosters and entries due Jan. 26;
participant meeting Jan. 28,
Johnson Gym 230; start date Feb.
!.
All participants meetings take
place at 4 p.m., and faculty/staff
meetings are at 12 p.m. For further
information, call the intramurals
department at 277-5151.
Special Population

n
"I

Each American women gymnast
invited to the meet is ranked in the
top ten, including Albuquerque
native Kelly Chaplin and Cyndi
Backman, a freshman at UNM
from Lodi, California, where she
was the leading all-around per"
former. Last year Chaplin was
ranked eigth in the nation.
Julianne McNamara and Tracee
Talavera, the top two gymnasts in
the country and teammates at the
National Academy of Gymnasts in
Eugene, Oregon, will both be
competing.
Also competing in the women's
division will be Ginny Stallone, a
member of the 1981 U.S. women's
gymnastics team; Sheri Mann, who
is ranked in the top five nationally;
Kathy Johnson; and three international gymnasts.
The three are Liping Zhu from
China, Maiko Marlo from Japan,
and West German Yvonne Huge.
Male gymnasts include Scott
Johnson and Phil Cahoy, team·
mates at Nebraska and last year's
NCAA gymnastics champions.
Two members of the Lobo men's
team will also perform. Steve
Jennings, who tied for the individual pommel horse cham•
pionship at last year's NCAA
championship meet, will compete,
as will all-arounder Matt Arnot.
Brian Babcock, a member of the
U.S. National team, Peter Vickman
and Tim Dagget, teammates on the
UCLA team, and Chris Riegle will
also be there.
Weionong Kia from China,
Tashiro Kani from Japan, Marco
Pratti from Switzerland, Benno
Gross from West Germany, and
Casimiro Suarez from Cuba will
also be among the contestants.
Finals in different events will be
held both nights. Friday's finals for
the women will be held in the
uneven bars and vaultihg, and
Saturday night finals will be held in
the balance beam and floor excercise.
Men's fiimls will be held Friday
in floor excercises, pommel horse
and rings. On Saturday the finals
will be in vaulting, parallel bars and
the high bars.
.
Tickets for the meet are ava1lable
through Giant Ticket Outlets.
Prices are $1.50 for children under
12, $2.50 for high school a~d
university students, $8 for chalrback and $5.50 and $6 for reserved
bench seats.

i
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The ·classified Advertising rate of
17¢ per word is reduced to 11 ¢ per
word per day for advertisements
which run unchanged for five or
more consecutive issues.

t.

~-
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f
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Ads may be placed by coming to
the Student Publications business
office in room 131 of Marron Hall
(between Biology and Journalism,
Redondo at Yale) between 8:00a.m.
and 4:30p.m.

SllJfF JT, BOBBYr While, polycotton T-sblr1.S7 ,9,
postpaid. Indicate small, medium, large, x-large. R.

1. Personals
ACCURATE

INFORMATION

ABOUT

con·

lr.aceptlon, srtrllizalion, abortion. Right to Choose.
294.0171.
lfn
PREGNANCY TESTING 4 COUNSELING, Phone
247-9819,
·
tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, 1.0. photos. 3 for
$6.001 ! Lowest prices Jn town! Fast, pJeasin~. shon

li'

walk from UNM. C!lll 26S·Z444 or come to 123

Wellesley S.E.,

betw~:en

Girard and Carlisle, corner

of Silver. Hours: 10·6 weekdays, Salurda)'9·5.
tfn
CIIINESt:BUFfET. CHEAP All you can enl, Lunch

S3.4S, :supper$4.50, Sunday Brunch $3.00. Jao-Jao's
Plar:e.5000 Central Ave. S.E,
tfn
CONTACI'S·POLISHING, SOU,JTIONS C~ey
Opti~l Company on Lomas just west of W~hlng1on,
tfn

'\

Cnin Productions, Box 1111 1 Los Alamos, N.M.
87544.
1119
CA:-IOE WANTED: MAD River, Blue: Hole or Old
Town. Phon~: Sant:t Fe, 98S..2844.
J/18
PEN PALS IN .over J43 Couritrles· Ases8-89. Write
to: International Pen friends, P.O. Box 65,
Hom~rcst Slatlon, Brooklyn. N, Y, 11229, USA;
1121
CRUJSES, RESORTS, SAILING Expeditions!
Netdcd: Spons Instructors, Orrice, Counselors.
Europe, Carribean, Wortdwldel Summer. Career,
Send 58.95 for Application, Openings, Guide lo
Crulseworld, 174 Dox 60l29, Sacramento, CA.
95860.
1111
DF..AR SUE; TELL me II Isn't true! And please give
me back my Kazoo. Lou.
1/18

2. Lost&Found
LOST: SMALL BRASS sutvt)'ing Instrument in
small woodrn boX; Sycamore and TiJeru. Reward.
242·2467.
l/21
MITT\'! GRAV/WIIITE ~mjped cat losti
Carllsle/Sih·er. "Fox.,. 265·0270, '2.56-9039. Reward.
1/ll
CLAIM "OUR LOSTUNM 1,0. in rm. Ill Marro11
Halt: Janc:t Bond, Sandra Doynlon, Chrfslopher
Durnell, William Cast!~, Joanne Frotler, Erlk
Gallowa~. Gary Gilbert, Carol Olassheim. Janice
OOodhan, Cynthia Hennigan, James Jennings, Jon
Knudsen, Mark Manhart, Ka1berine McCowan,
Manka
Padllla·Oatcla,

3. Services
GUitAR LESSONS; INSTRUMENtS and rental~.
MARC'S GuitarCen1er,l43 Harvards.E.26.S lll5;
tfn
PROI'ESSIONAL n'PING BY Englbh/MA editor,
Vast experience with dimrtaiions. papers. Editlna
avm1abJe. 266-95!10.
211
QA T\'PJNG SERVJCE: I completl!: typin1 and
editorial syStem, Technical. senuaL lepl. medictl.
scholastic, cllafl~ and lllbles. 345-•2125·.
tfn
TYPINGIEDIDNGITUTORING/ 217.-: 2664567.
1/11
TYPIST. liM, EXPERIENCED Juan Tabo/Lomas
Area.l99--1355.
1/11
A·l T\'PIST ·TERM-papers, resumes 299-8970. •
211%
FAST ACCURATE n'PING includeS Co_rredions,
spelling, gammar, punctuation. TypArt lOS Stan(ordSE262·186S.
J/26
4

I

I
I

I

I

EARN MONEY IN spare time. Profilable malllns
program, For details send SASE to P&t R Re>oarch4,
8o•219,

1121

WRITERS W.'\NTED for the: Nc:w Me:dco
Daily Lotio, Prel'ious experience JIOt ·required but Is
preferred. For more inforrnationcnll277~56~6. 1119
STUDENTS INTERESTEIJ IN e:mp!O.)'Jl\ent for
Spring Semes1~r apply tU Food S~:rvlce offic~: in
Student Union Building,
1/22
RUNNER NEEllli:D •'OR law Firm. 2·3 tm. week·
days, mu~t be dependable, responsible, own IrAn·
sponallpn, Rl!fcrenc:es required. Minimum ·wag~ plus
car allowa.m::~:, Priscilla at 884-5100.
l/11

7. Travel
IF YOl! WANT someone to me~

)'()II on Blueberry
Hill to help rind your thrill, tilen wlty not advc:rth~ in
the Lobo1,
lfn

8. Miscellaneous
SKIERS, MOUNT,.\INF.RS: WOOL pams, shins

and hats, heavyweight, Genuine mlll1ary,
Unbetlevably cheap, Also, u~d flcld jackets and
parkas and tlisht jackets. Kaufm"n's, a renl ArmyNavystore:, 504 Yp,leS.E., 2'6..()()()().
J/18
CALL ACULEX FOR all word procl!Sslng needs;
lht!ies, dlssenalion, resumes. 831·3181.
1/IJ
COLLECTAZINES, UEAVY MET~L, Omni,
Rolling Stones, Life's, Looks, Rampa_rt.s, IOO's or
lilies, ~ Price Books Records, Central "t l!'nherslty,
1J:OOa.m.·9:00p.m.,7days.
1/lt

PROFESSIONAL T\'PING

AVAILABLE NOW. UTILITIES pafd. E.F.F, ·1 &
2 brdrooms, 10 perrent otr ror U.N.M, ~tudents,
cable TV, 3 pooh, Aspen Apanmenl!i, 88J ..l$701 4501_

'Shepard Rd. N.E~
2/9
CURISTIAN HOUSEMATE INon-tmoldaaJ male
wanted. $140 rnontb (include utilities), cali292-J78$.
1119
TIIRE£ BEDROOM 1 1WO bath. Rent S325, 5100
doWn, laundry, alr-~onditloned nrar UNM. 416 Hf,.h
StrcetS.E., 2SS·l469.
1/J9
STRAIGtfT F.EMALE ROOMMATE wanted to
share townhouse. Near Pcnmylvanla/Montgomet)',
Graduate student preferred. 883·8038 (leave
messas:e).
Jill
WALK UNM I-BEDROOM DuJJlcx furnished, very
clean, hardwood floors, new carpet $1{i5. 842·8160
after 5 p.m.
Jill
JfAVE J BDRMS, bath, cooking&. laundry prlvlleaes
for 3 conselentlous students ln N.E. HC!Ights,
Reasonable.Ca11296-7212 afterl.
1/2J
ONE-BJ:DROOM .$19!. SruDJO Sl85, Furnished
and utllltlel' paid, Near U.N.M., 12t8 CoppcrN.E• .t:
200Jdferson N.E., 842.-6170.

f/21

AnRACfi\'E 2 BEDROOM apanme:ni, fumishtd,
utilltl~ paltS. Sl80 month, $140 deposit. No pel. I, 440
Princeton S.E•• 255~131.
1125
APARTMENT fOR RENT, 2 bdrm. unfumhhed,
2W: blocks· rrom UNM o(f·Jireet J)ltklng. available!
fiOWS210mo. 266-6S72day~.292•58U rllghts. 1/11
ONE BEDROOM CONDOMINIUM, S.E. n..r
UNM. Carpded. many extras. t block to iupermarkel. $215. lnr;lud~ utilities. SJOO depo:Ut. 817·
1222.

1/11

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED~ Res_pondbltPtrton io slnne 2·bedroom St2S/mo. No udlllles,
nearUNM,268·8172.
1/19
COUNTRY LIVJNG Y£1 close In: Su_txr Jt!ini-farm.
Nifty 2BR plus double JUIJe plus workshop pi~
oulbuitd~ngs plus horse facifitln. !."i lttC!. E~~:a:llent
South Valley location. $49,900, Assumable loan. Call
Joy('e Oammill eves, 3•$-4868, kS!MAX North
Valley. Jnc:. 345-8506.
1/22
CHARMING IIR APARtMENT. Norih Valley,

Adobe setting. ·vips, Kiva FP. S275/mo. incl.
utilities. S200 DD. Call JO)"te evet. 345--48681
REIMAXNV34l·8S06.
11%1
CAMPUS COMPACt API!I. 215 \'ale Blvd, SEat
Lead. Studio Apts. neat stores and UNM,I18.5/mo ••
· (ret

utilitll!:!, SUO deposil, 6 mo. tease. No c:hildrm,
See manaadat apt. 11. orc:aU 241lllB
3 bdr.

REASONA8LE.

Extensive secretariAl expuitnct•. IBM Seledric Ill.
Call %99-6256 or%99·%676.
1/%9
nJESES, DISSERTAnONS, PROPOSAlS edited.
CSTtutorfngJanOroVc:r,.2M..fi09.4.
J/li

USAF FLIGHT .IACKET
QENUINEQI

Sa~

Blre

XS,S,M,l ....•.•.•. i45.75

XL. ............ sso.M

~~'::f~:t
ARMY·NAVV GOODS
!i04 YALE SE
258•0000

1
I

'·

)

Employment

Caii884·SS77.
SP~RTS

You may also mail your ads to:
Daily Lobo Classified Advertising,
UNMBox20,
Albuquerque, N.!!'. 87131.

to prevent the Rebels from sending
the game into overtime, said the
team's defensive effort made the
difference. "We played hard, with
more intensity,"
said
the
sophomore guard. "And when we
had stretches where we lost it, it
didn't cost us/'
"Out of adversity, good things
come, and we've had our share of
adversity," Colson said.

from]ohnson Gym)

6~·

<Jnin rclienfch ~xpcrl~:n~o:e (499) RJl~ lener of
tl!Commendatioll, Computer Science major must have
~:xp~:riencc in Hne;ic:. ·Contact_ Michael Boyeson,
Department of P5)'Chology. Ph H177•SJ06 or 2665012.
1111
JIELP WANTED; n::M.AI.E 'bartc:m;lcr, Hostess.
flim Flaill Restaurant, 298·6&42,
1/11
WORK·STUil\" STUDENTS SEEKING rm•
p(oyment for ~pring semest«, please apply at FoQ4
SerYice offlc(! in· Student Unlvn Uuilding. ·
J/22
PROGRAMMER WANTED PAUT~TJME: Pascal
and Apple soft basic, Must be familiar with Apple II.

· 9. Las Noticias

continued from page20

MEXtCAN·STYLE FAMILY flESTAURANTS

KING-StiR AIR MA1TRF.SS, wol)d block couch
and 1ablcs and comemporacy lamp. Callij84..Q31 ~.
1120
1980 CM 400T Motorcycle, 298-8041.
1/1 I
T.-\KAMINE 12 STRING gui1at, :298~8041.
J/11
ROI,L B"'R FOR ~mall P.U. truck, black. 550.00.
277-5766or266.()89,,
1/11
SIX MONTHS OLD! I I HoJ)d,_ E:otpre$5 S29,.oo;
266..0895, Oreat, cheap •ra[Jsportatl_on.
1/11
WE BOT DJSTRIBU'fPRS Prescr.lption ~yeglass
fram~s. Greenwich Villas_e (Lennon styl~:5), gold,
rimless. $$4.50 re.sular $6$,00, Pll)' Len Opticians,
-5007 Menual N.E, across from L~Bclle:;.
trn
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS, and truck$ available.
Many sell under$2001 Call312·742-1143, ~t.6" for
Jnrormation on how to purchas~:.
J/J I
HEwu:rr PACKARD • 67 wiltt progrnrnmable
cards, .sood cor~dition SISO, T;drut • Sf{50A lucludes
trig $20, 344·?234.
J/21
DRAFTING TABLE, ALL wood. 36 1' 42,
Adjustable: for height, angle, 2SS-4838. S75.00. 1/21
200 CM, CROSS·COUNTRY skis, 911 boot, pol~,
llke new. $60,345-4856.
l/2.1
JF.EfS, CARS, TRUCKS. Man)' sell for under
5200,00 at local gov't, sales. For purchasing informntio!l cnll out Surplus· Sales Center 602·998··
057,, Ext. 924.
J/18

·[

·1

-Lobos----

~~Woo,l141.
(a~ross

n

)'O!Jr answer for mnxhnum convmlencc: to ~:ampus
con1fon and ~:conomr in )\ol!~lng and food servire,
Space is nvaUubJe for Spring semester. but npply
early! Inquire, LJ\Pnsada 201, w~kd~)'s P-4, Or, call
m-2606.
1m

5. ForSale

The next edition of the Daily Lobo
Will be on campus next Monday,
January 18, the fir~t day of class.
Classified ad deadline for that edition will be 12:00 noon Friday.

Lobo Gymnasts to Compete in Invite;
International Stars Seek Solo Crowns

The Villa serves it very mild. But you can add our
spicy red sauce or our hot, hot green sauce
to make it as wild as you want.
Don't forget we're serving breakfast now, featurin.g t~e
totally unique, totally wonderful Breakfast Burnto.
And our entire menu is available during breakfast hours.
Mild, wild, hot or not, taste what Taco Villa's got.

2608 Central S.E.

shoulders," added Hoselton. "We
don't stop hustling but just don't
have that killer instinct."
Sally Marquez, who had knee'
surgery, returned to the linup after
missing three games and scored 2
points. Alison Foote played well in
her absence, scoring 24 points and
grabbing 15 rebounds in the .E!YU
game.
The Lobos play Ohio University
tonight, Glenville College at
Parkersberg
Catholic
High
(Hoselton's old stomping grounds)
on Wednesday and enter the Coca
Cola Classic at Penn State
University. Penn State will be the
foe in the opener on Friday.

SEARCtiiNG FOR IIOUSING? Residence halls ar~:

NEEDEll! UPPE.R tliVISION Chcmbtl)' or
BiolOgy, im~ CQwputer S~[~nce majors to assist In
net~rotransm.ittcr a~say ptojecl for Spdpg Semester.

fix
35 Fuss

36 Born
37 PrepOsition
38 Bestowed
41 Chicken
42 Jog

4. Housing
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location ttear tJNM and
downtown, Bus servite every 30 tnlnutes. t bedroom
or eft'lcfency1 from 1205. All ut!lldes paid. beluxe
kitclletl With dishw~her and disvosaf, recreadon
room, swimming pOOl, _TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets._l S20 UniversitY NE. 24l·24!M. trn
HOUSF.SinER: 1 AM lootlnt fdr an apartment or
hous-e 10 houses.!I durlng sprins semester (or tarlier).
glleelleiti refetences and enjoy gardenfng and yar·
dwork. Catherint', ~42·7228,
tfn
fO-R RENt': EFFICIENCY ap.1r1ment, 14f0 Girard
N,g,, SIBS/mo.; all uillilfes paid~ SIOO srcurity
deposit. Full)' furnished·SecuiitY locks and laundry
radlitiCS. NO children or pets. Plea~e call bt!fore6:00
in the evening, 26&-8392!
2111
ONE-IIAU' BLOCK fROM campus, nice 2 DR
rurnlshl!:d apartment. 898·092l.
tfrt

ACROSS
1 Greek IaUer
4 Essence
9 Reverence
12 River Island
13 Depart
14 Diary
15 Smaller
17 Dining
19 Zeus's wife
21 Pair (abbr.)
22 Girl's name
25 Demon
27 Region
31 Female deer
32 Retainer
34 NegatiVe pre-

43 Still

44 Eleisted
45 Teutonic del•
ty

47 Ash, e.g.

49 Steeples
53 Ctever

51 Metal
58 Pieces for
pairs

60 Seed

61 Longing

~N.M. SKI CLUB

"l·- - W-e=e~k=e=nd=·~s~ki~T~r~ip_s:~
Cte!lled Suite, PurgatOry, tellUride

Day Ski Trips!

Taos ($30 "J, sanfa Fe($22:')__

• Includes Bus and llfl

CALL 881•7832

62 Mediterranean. vessel

63 Ogle
DOWN
1 Crony

i! Hasten
3 Possessive
pronoun

4 Toward shelter
5 Region

6 Tantalum
symbol
7 Halll
8 Harvest
9 - Baba
10 Triumphed
11 Urge on
16 The urial
18 Barter
20 Quantity:
· abbr.
22 Decree
23 Sorrow
24 Compass pt,
26 Pierce
28 sun god
29 Go In
30 Make
amends
32 Fruit drink
33 Man's nlckname
35 Later
39 Negative
40 Soak

CROSSWORD

PUZZLER

41 Pronoun
44 Damp
46Crlmsons

52 Petition

54 Employ
55 Plaything

48 Actual being 56 Female
sheep
49 Pigpen
59 Lattn con·
50 Cobbler
junction
51 Hostelry
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the latestin Broiled Food and thetiomemad~ Sweetroll
.

BREAKFAST

.

.

~:~:!.

.

Ji,lc119e

e

(Served with whole wheat toast, rnargedne & jelly) · · ·
Nc.'_, l TWO EGGS, bacon, ham c-· saus.llge, hash browns & toast ...•....•... , ...•......• $2.49

ct

I
I
I
t~rtlit~' &:t~~~t : : : : : : : : : : : : :
I
I
n.e
I
SIDE ORDERS
I Hash
French Fries ..... $.50 One Egg • · .• · • • · · $.50
Bacon, Ham, Sausage~.;; Beef Pattie .•..•... $.75
Browns ......60 Pancake · · . · ·
.35
Salad with choi(:e of Dressing .•.•...
~
70
Wes.tern Style .•.95 Toast&Jelly · · •. o40
f:xtra BlueChees.e
15
I. Onion
Rings •• o•.••70 Jelly o..• • • ••.•••• 05
Tomatoes (3 slices) . o•••.••••••••.••. •.
15
•...•••
35 Crackers ..••.. ·•... 05
·American or Cheddar Cheese .......•...•.
20
I Beans
Ranchero Sau«! (8 oz.) •.••...• • ••.. ~~~~
OnG:;:::~ Chili_ con Ca-:ne (1 oz.) ..•..•.. , ,15
1
.

No.2 ONE EGG; bat::on, ha~ or sausage, hash browns & toast, ...•.. : . ..•.•. : . ...... ~·.
No. 3 T\\rO EGGS, hash browns & toast ••••.....••.....•......•...• , •.•.....•....
No, 4 0 NE EGG, hash browns &'toast ....•......... , ...•.•........•.•....... : . . . . •
No.5 PANCAKES (4).. • • . . .. .. • • • • • • .. • • • . .. . • .. .. • •
_·
. . ..
.. .
.
No. 6 HUEVOS RANCHEROS, two eggs, beans, sauce,. corn
No. 7 WESTERN OMLETTE, ......••.••••.•.••..••••.•.•••••.•••.••••••••••••.• ,
three eggs, green chili & cheddar cheese, served with tomato, hash browns. & toast
Free Cup of Coffee or Hot Tea Untillt a.m. With Any of
Above Breakfasts

.

$1.99

$1.69

$1'.2 5
$135
$1':99

$2.85

w_. • •
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Or

No. 1 HAMBURGER salad dressing, tomato,. pickles, onion & lettuce . . . . . . . $1.25
No. 2 CHEESEBURGER same as above with cheddar cheese . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . 1.40
No. 3 BONANZA do11ble meat, American ch~ese, thousand island, tomato, onion & lettuce·: •••••• 2.1 0
No. 4 FIESTA BURGER chili- carne or !(reen chill. cheddatcheese. onlon II< leHU<e ; • • • • • • • 1.45
No. 5 FlAME BURGER hickory smoke sauce, onion & lettuce; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.20
No. 6 COPY CAT mustard, ketchup, pickle, & onion ..................... o • 1 .20

I

I

I
II'.·.
I1·

·SANDWICHES

I

GRILLED CHEESE on whole wheat with American cheese, lettuce & tomato .
$.85
HAM, LETIUCE & TOMATO on whole wheat with salad dressing . . . . . . . . . . . 1.35
o •

0

I
:~g?~E}~~~~~\~~~;~~~.::=:abo: ~~.::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~~
I
MEXICAN FOOD
I
No. 7 TACO me cit, cheese, lettuce & tomato . . . . • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . $ . 7 5
No. 8 CHALUPA beans, cheese, lettu.ce & tomato .•...•..•.••. ·.•.•.
.65
No. 9 ENCHILADAS served with lettuce & tomato ....................... ~--. 2.19
I
BEEF with Chili Con Came, cheddar
& onion
CHEESE with GREEN CHILl STEW, cheddar cheese & onion
I·
VEGETARIAN with GREEN CHILl,. cheddar cheese & onion
I
MEXICAN COM.BO enchilada, taco'& beans ..•...•.••... ·..• ·• . . . . • . 1.99
GREEN CHILl STEW cup, (6 oz.) bowl (1 0 oz:) . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • .59
.99
I
1.
.
PLA:rTERS . .
.
·: . .
2 69
6 oz. TOP CHOP STEAK
,
I .._·;·FRONTIER
BURGER SP£01\L
~..,,<he...,,
•Iliad ·2,19
Soz. RIB; EYE
Choice
3.?9
.CHEf SA,LAI)
urn.
2.59 ·
1
I ..·
~EQETARfi\NSALAD ......,.,r-,dlodol•r<hefle&Omo."'! • ... • •• •. •• •' 2.3.9
o ••

1

~

•

•

.•

·1
I

•

~-.

~heese

Cup

Ground round. Texas toa~t. Fren«:h fries or has.h browns with salad • • • • • • •

I
I
I

Bowl

I:

s·

Hldo)ly .......
10001sland. onion, F,..chlrl..&
TeHa•to•st.Frend•frlesQt:-..shb!o"'!D$U/..h,~lad ••• • •.
With choice of dte'.slrigt lett..<:e, t~m,•to, c:~edd•r t~ese.
"-egfl • ·• ·• • ~ • • • ~-

-~-·

· '• · ,

·.•· .:_

STEAK~USDA

I. . . : .. : . . DRINKS.~ ....~., ..~~....
22_9_. _.35
.45 sof-t bRINKS
9 .35 .45 'ICE TEA ••• : ..... _.......... ; ••
1:_ . ·. FT_F_:_ d ·~ _·. .·-~ ·-.~ .35 .40 5
II
I
· ~~@ ~l?ru ~ ~ ROLL .62
c_HOO._ T
_ EEEA•.. •. . ·•. •.•

)I

I•

·

..

II
I
I
I
I
·I
I
I
I

1I

HAMBURGERS

I
I

I
I

1

1

·_._· _ :_ _ ·.-_. •. ••.•_.•..••..• ·. ·-.· •....· .·. •..-· ••. ••.·

···S_ .••

Spice.· or herba_l tea ..•..•.. ·.• •.· . • • •
.4.
HOT CHOCOLATE or APPLE CIDER .40 .50 _.65
MILK • • • • . . • , • • • , • , • • • • . • • , • • • • • • • • ; ,40 •7 0

. .

I
.
I
~ 1·
. • •$.40
.3!7. .•·.50
70 I
50 .65 ·•
.60

toke, dr. r»eppet & 1 up. • • •
~-

LEMONADE •••.•••
.JUICE orange, apple, tomato~gra~truir
il

•••.•

iio

•••••••••

;; • •

....... 45
SHAKES <hoc:olate,•tr-berry & vanilla • • • , • • , •50

i

•

•

•

•

.60 .85
,7 5 •9 5

1
I.
~----~----~--------------~
6-pack frozen rolls 2.99

!

